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Abstract 

A research on analysing the feasibility and the benefits obtained from the utilisation of the 

heat surplus from temperature independent snowmaking systems is proposed. The interest 

of this research relies on the fact that it is a way of making it viable both economically and 

environmentally, to use these systems, which are the solution for snow scarcity due to global 

warming. 

This will be done by studying the performance of three different alternatives for the 

installation of a TIS, considering it with and without heat recovery in order to show the 

importance of the latter. The study will be performed for the ski resort of Astún, in the 

Spanish Pyrenees, considering the desire to guarantee a ski slope of 3 km from November 

till end of April. The three cases studied are: 

• Case I: Temperature Independent Snowmaking system without heat recovery 

• Case II: Temperature Independent Snowmaking system with direct heat recovery 

• Case III: Temperature Independent Snowmaking system with direct heat recovery 

and snow storage 

The feasibility of each of the cases will be studied based on costs and energy savings and 

consumptions, while ecological impact, maintenance costs or the interest rates will not be 

included in order to simplify the results. The heat recovery will be performed thanks to a 

CO2 heat pump that will deliver over 6 GWh through water at 70 ºC to the residential and 

commercial buildings of the ski resort. The heat recovery has only been studied in detail for 

direct recovery, but the possibility of indirect heat recovery would be interesting in other 

situations, therefore, it has also been briefly described. 

As a way of introducing and justifying the project, a literature review has been performed, 

on the impact of climate change and the need for snowmaking, and also on the different 

snowmaking technologies and their limitations, leading finally to the need for temperature 

independent snowmaking. Moreover, calculations and simulations including heat transfer, 

fluid dynamics and theory of refrigeration technology are conducted. Finally, putting that 

together with estimated investment costs and prices gathered either from available public 

sources or personal communication with suppliers, the final comparison of the cases is 

performed. 

Based on the obtained results, the most suitable solution for the ski resort of Astún, 

considering the current heat demand of its buildings, is the case II, installation of a TIS with 

direct heat recovery. This case has a total investment cost of 1.957.464 €, and due to the 

savings generated from the reused heat, it comes with yearly savings of -249.872 €, which 

implies a payback time lower than 8 years, making it the most viable alternative.  



 

Nomenclature 

Symbols  

A Area [m2] 

Cm Degree-day coefficient [-] 

Cp Specific heat capacity [kJ/kg·K] 

D Diameter [m] 

ε Absolute roughness [mm] 

f Darcy friction factor [-] 

H Enthalpy [kJ/kg] 

ΔH Enthalpy difference [kJ/kg] 

L Length [m] 

lf Specific latent heat of fusion [kJ/kg] 

M Melting rate [m3/day] 

ṁ Mass flow rate [kg/s] 

η Efficiency [-] 

P Pressure [bar] 

π Pi number [-] 

ΔP Pressure difference [bar] 

Re Reynolds number [-] 

ρ Density [kg/m3] 

Q Heat [kW] 

q Specific heat [kJ/kg] 

Tw Wet-bulb temperature [ºC] 

T Temperature [ºC] 

ΔT Temperature difference [K] 

U Overall heat transfer coefficient [W/m2·K] 

V Velocity [m/s] 

�̇� Volumetric flow rate [m3/s] 

ν Kinematic viscosity [m2/s] 

W Work [kW] 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinematic_viscosity


 

Abbreviations  

BTES Borehole thermal energy storage  

COP Coefficient of performance  

COPC Coefficient of performance for cooling  

COPH Coefficient of performance for heating  

CVR Cost-volume ratio [€/m3] 

DHW Domestic hot water  

EVR Energy-volume ratio [kWh/m3] 

GSHP Grounds source heat pump  

MM Machine made  

PPF Production potential of fun guns [m3/h] 

PPL Production potential of lances [m3/h] 

RH Relative humidity  

SF200 Snowfactory model 200 from TechnoAlpin  

SPF Seasonal performance factor  

TBC Technical Building Code  

TDS Temperature dependent snowmaking  

TIS Temperature independent snowmaking  
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1 Introduction  

In a world affected by climate change, experiencing an already noticeable warming effect, 

the reduction of snow cover in the mountains is one of the consequences, thus, winter 

tourism gets damaged and solutions need to be found. 

The production of machine made (MM) snow comes as a plausible solution for this problem, 

but at the end global warming will also affect the conditions for traditional snowmaking, 

forcing the industry to develop new technologies. One of those technologies is the 

temperature independent snowmaking (TIS), which is of great interest since weather 

conditions do not affect anymore the snow production. 

This research aims to study the different possibilities to obtain an energy efficient installation 

of TIS systems by recovering heat from their operation. The research will be limited by the 

very little information about this new technology available. 

The focus of this thesis will be on the ski resort of Astún, located in the Pyrenees, in the 

Spanish side of the mountain range. It is one of the oldest resorts in Spain, and it as been a 

reference in the Spanish skiing for decades. Now, thanks to an urbanistic plan that started 9 

years ago and that is still ongoing, a big growth in the resort is to be expected. 

In this thesis three main cases will be studied, for a 3 km slope in Astún from November 1st 

till April 30th.A slope such length, an average width of 20 m and a snow cover of 0,4 m will 

require 24.000 m3 of snow. For each case the energy-volume ratio, the cost-volume ratio 

and investment and operating costs will be obtained and analyzed. The three cases are: 

• Case I: Temperature Independent Snowmaking system without heat recovery 

• Case II: Temperature Independent Snowmaking system with direct heat recovery 

• Case III: Temperature Independent Snowmaking system with direct heat recovery 

and snow storage 
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2  Literature review 

The present literature review has been conducted by use of many different data bases, of 

which the most relevant ones have been: Science Direct, Web of Science, Wiley Online 

Library, ResearchGate, InfoScience and BioOne. 

As search parameters, the date of the article has been narrowed sometimes to ensure that 

the data obtained from it would be up to date, and the most used keywords have been, 

amongst other: “snow”, “snow making”, “snowmaking”, “snowmaker”, “snow 

management”, “climate change; snow”, “snow production” and “ice production”. 

2.1 Climate situation 

The effects of climate change are already well proven, especially regarding the global 

warming consequence, with an increase in the 100-year linear trend of 0,74 ºC from the 

trend 1901-2000 to the trend 1906-2005 (Solomon and Qin, 2007). 

As a direct consequence of the aforementioned global warming, snow cover has decreased 

in a general basis for most regions, being more noticeable in the spring season. (Solomon 

and Qin, 2007).  

This effect on the snowpack can be explained because of the great sensitivity of the snow to 

rising temperatures (Rood et al., 2008), since higher temperatures tend to rise the altitude 

at which the precipitation changes from rain to snow. Warmer weather also causes a greater 

melting rate of the snow thanks to the increase of energy available. 

The winter tourism, since its based mainly on skiing is affected by the lack of snow, and, 

therefore, by the climate change and global warming (Steiger and Mayer, 2008). 

Analyzing the situation for the Pyrenees region, mountain chain that separates both 

physically and politically France and Spain, important consequences of rising temperatures 

in the snow conditions were reported. “Snow accumulation change in relation to temperature 

change was approximately 20% for every 1 ºC, and the duration of the snowpack was reduced by 20–

30 days per ºC” (López-Moreno et al., 2013). The length of the ski season is normally analyzed 

with the 100-day criterion, which means that there must be a certain stablished snow 

threshold, normally set at 30 cm, for at least 100 days at the mid elevation of the resort.  

Considering different climate change future scenarios of +2ºC or +4ºC, the percentage of 

ski resorts in the Pyrenees that would be naturally reliable can be predicted as 44 % and 

7%, respectively (Pons et al., 2015) and as opposed to the current 83 %.  
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2.2 The need for snowmaking 

As it has been described, current situation and perspectives for the skiing industry show that 

relying only on natural snow shall not be considered a viable option for most of the ski 

resorts in a short-term future scenario. Consequently, natural snow reliability will not be 

achieved and snowmaking will be necessary in order to achieve snow reliability with the 

help of machine made (MM) snow, also called, artificial snow reliability (Steiger and Mayer, 

2008). Snowmaking comes then as a solution for rising temperatures that rise the natural 

snow reliability line at a rate of around 150 m per +1ºC of global warming (Steiger and 

Mayer, 2008), which means that ski resorts will see their ski areas confined to the top of the 

mountains, and those with mid-low altitudes might not be viable anymore 

However, making up for the climate change effects is not the only reason behind the great 

increase on investments in snowmaking systems and technology made by ski lift operators. 

The investment in the production of MM snow has been linked to trends in prestige and 

competitive advantage between ski resorts, as it has been seen that the sum of all previous 

investments in snowmaking systems has a great and positive effect on the number of skier 

visits achieved by the resorts (Falk and Vanat, 2016). 

For all these reasons it is that snowmaking has gained a huge importance over the last 

decades, with more intensity at large resorts of areas with long ski tradition, like the 

Austrian Alps, where 59 % of the ski area is covered with this technology (Steiger and 

Mayer, 2008), or France, where ten out of the thirty greatest ski resorts worldwide are 

located, making the French ski industry one of the world leading ones (Pierre Spandre et 

al., 2016). 

Due to the maturity and the great amount of installed snowmaking systems it is easier to 

study the effectiveness of them to combat the climate change effects on the snow cover and 

snow reliability of the ski resorts. 

It is a fact that properly designed snowmaking, especially if combined with appropriate 

grooming of the snowpack, helps to ensure a sufficiently long season (over 100 days) with 

a sufficient snowpack thickness at all resort altitudes (Pierre Spandre et al., 2016), but 

different studies in different regions show that traditional snowmaking might not be 

sufficient to overcome the global warming effects (Steiger and Mayer, 2008; Pons et al., 

2015), showing that depending on the considered scenarios and obviously strongly 

influenced by local variations, this technology might only be enough to ensure technical 

snow reliability for less than 20 years at some locations (Steiger and Mayer, 2008).  

The explanation to that incapability relies on the way the traditional snowmaking systems 

work and their operating requirements of temperature and humidity (P. Spandre et al., 

2016), thus, a brief explanation of the different technologies and their operating variables 

will serve to understand the limitations to be faced. 
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2.3 Temperature dependent snowmaking 

Ever since the first snowmaking machine, the technology has been based on the same basic 

principle; blowing small droplets of water through a freezing airflow, so that the water turns 

into frozen crystals or snowflakes. 

The first patent ever granted for a system of this kind was in 1954, for a compressed air-

water machine, of which the basic design is still being used for the so-called air/water 

snowmakers. It was only four years later than the second main design of snowmakers saw 

the light for the first time, in 1958 Alden Hanson made the first patent for an airless snow 

gun, which had a fan and a built-in compressor (Bellis, 2018). 

In present days, the snowmaking machines are still mainly based on those two initial 

elemental designs, and they are present in 90 % of all ski resorts around the world (Ofner, 

2006). 

2.3.1 Factors affecting snowmaking 

Regardless the type of snow maker considered, there are a couple of factors that are crucial 

for the viability of snowmaking; the wet-bulb temperature, which takes into consideration 

both the ambient temperature (dry-bulb temperature) and the relative humidity (RH), and 

the supply water temperature. The importance of the humidity conditions of the ambient 

air is one of the key factors of the process, since the small water droplets that are expelled 

from the snow gun evaporate and cool down to the wet-bulb temperature of the air (Olefs, 

Fischer and Lang, 2010). The less humidity, the lower the wet-bulb temperature and, thus, 

the greater the evaporative cooling process, consequently improving the snowmaking 

conditions for the same ambient temperature. 

Therefore, the wet-bulb temperature is the main parameter used to study and determine 

snowmaking conditions as well as the quality of the snow for different weather conditions. 

Such is the importance of the RH, that with extremely dry conditions (RH ≤ 30 %), 

snowmaking is possible with temperatures of up to 3 ºC (Olefs, Fischer and Lang, 2010), 

which means that the wet-bulb temperature (Tw) is equal or lower than -2ºC. 

2.3.2 Types of temperature dependent systems (TDSs) 

Regardless of the specific characteristics of the different systems, they all have in common 

the need of air and water, and, thus, the best way of classifying them is in terms of how 

these two elements are supplied. 

The main and more general distinction should be made between systems that supply 

compressed air and systems that do not use compressed air at all. The first ones could be 

considered as the descendants of the original design back in 1954, although a second 

distinction should be made amongst them. 
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The compressed air and the water can be mixed before exiting the outlets or after, resulting 

in two different categories; internal mixing and external mixing. Finally, the systems not 

using compressed air are called air/water/fan systems, or simply fan systems or fan guns. 

In this section the two main systems will be explained, while the others are detailed in the 

Appendix II: Other TDS systems. 

2.3.2.1 Lances 

Lances are almost the only kind of air/water systems that is actually used. They are an 

improved version of the external mixing basic design, which basically allows them to reduce 

the air consumption by 70 % to 80 %, which, of course, puts them in a very interesting 

level of energy usage and efficiency (SMI Snow Makers, 2015). Again, to make up for the 

reduced air input, the nozzles are situated at a height of up to 12 m (hence their name). The 

simplicity of their design together with the low energy demand and reasonably high snow 

production rates are the main reasons for them being so widely used. 

They consist basically of a long aluminum pipe topped with the nozzles head, they get 

supplied with compressed air and water only, so their installation only requires those pipes 

reaching their site, as the compressing station is centralized. They are also considerably quiet 

and with simple maintenance requirements, since they do not have many components or 

moving parts. In Figure 1, the basic design and elements of this kind of snowmaking systems 

can be seen. 

Not everything is good about them, since they are also more vulnerable to the wind effects, 

which can lead to the loss of snow to the sides of the slopes, or even farther away if the 

winds are strong (Aspen Skiing Company, 2015). 

In addition, the snow quality is not as good as it could be achieved with other systems (snow 

quality will be further discussed later), and the range they can cover without the need of 

machines moving the snow is smaller, since the snow basically falls under the lance head (in 

the absence of wind).  
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FIGURE 1.  EXAMPLE OF A SNOW LANCE.  MODEL SV1O  FROM HKD  SNOWMAKERS.  COMPRESSED AIR AND WATER PIPES 

CAN BE SEEN(HKD Snowmakers, 2018). 

 

2.3.2.2 Fan guns 

This type of machines is the other main category that we first described, the ones that do 

not use a supply of compressed air. They are the final version of the initial airless snow gun 

from 1958. They mount a fan that blows the snow helping increase significantly the 

production rate. In this case, compressed air is not supplied, but it is generated within the 

fan gun, which means that they need energy supply instead, to power the fan and the 

compressor. They are one of the most popular together with lances. 

They consist of a big cylinder that holds the fan in the back and the nozzles distributed along 

the exterior ring of it, on the front side. That way, the fan creates the air jet that will propel 

the water droplets, as it would do the compressed air flow in previous systems. That 

configuration can be seen in Figure 2. 

They are heavy and normally not easy to move, hence, they tend to have very wide rotating 

ranges, many times of up to 360 º (Technoalpin, 2016), so they can be mounted generally 

on top of towers or fixed platforms, but most manufacturers are now offering more chassis 

configurations; they can now be mounted on a carriage and be easily moved, on a rotating 

pole which allows for covering a wider area, or it can be mounted on a tower, being stable 

and with a great amount of air time (HKD Snowmakers, 2018a). 

Fan guns have one of the best energy efficiencies per unit of volume of water, thanks to the 

use of the fan instead of compressed air. The snow production rates are remarkably good 

and they can be reach long distances of up to 75 m (HKD Snowmakers, 2018a), and they 

achieve all this being also one of the quietest systems.  

The main disadvantages are related with them being heavy and bulky, which makes 

maintenance and operation work more demanding, with their need of power supply to each 

machine, and the considerably higher investment cost. 
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FIGURE 2.  EXAMPLE OF A FAN GUN.  MODEL T60  FROM TECHNOALPIN.  (SOURCE:  SELF PRODUCED) 

 

2.3.2.3 Summary of all the different TDSs technologies 

In Table 1 a summary with the most basic information to compare the different systems is 

shown. From now on, only lances and fan guns will be studied, since they are the most 

widely used systems covering a great extent of all snowmaking systems installed in the 

world. 

Note that lances are shown separately from external mixing systems, and that is because of 

their great importance and the considerable different behavior, even if they are technically 

part of the prior. 
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All of this considered, the aforementioned snowmaking technologies are still strongly 
dependent on the weather conditions, hence, the problem of them not being suitable in 
medium to long term scenarios, where the global temperature increases 2ºC to 4 ºC. 
According to some studies performed in one of the main ski regions of the world, the 
European Alps, the snow reliability for certain resorts will be achievable only with the help 
of temperature independent snowmaking systems (Schmidt, Steiger and Matzarakis, 2012). 
  

TABLE 1.  SUMMARY OF THE CURRENTLY USED TDSS. 

 

Type Requirements Advantages Disadvantages 

Internal mixing Compressed 

air and water 

Good with marginal 

temperatures; Light and 

portable; Less 

vulnerable to wind. 

Low energy efficiency; 

High noise levels 

External mixing Compressed 

air and water 

High energy efficiency; 

Quiet and easy to 

operate. 

Highly affected by wind 

forces; Requires colder 

temperatures; Not easily 

movable. 

Watersticks Compressed 

water 

Very high energy 

efficiency; very low 

noise level 

Low snow production 

rate; Need for very cold 

temperature; Affected 

by wind. 

Lances Compressed 

air and water 

Compressed air need 

highly reduced; High 

energy efficiency; Low 

noise levels; Easy to 

mount and operate. 

Production rate is not 

the best; Vulnerability 

to wind forces; Small 

range for the snow jet. 

Fan guns Compressed 

water and 

electricity 

Very high snow 

production rate; Good 

with marginal 

temperatures; Quiet; 

High energy efficiency; 

Adjustable snow 

consistency. 

High energy usage 

despite their efficiency; 

Bulky, heavy and not 

easy to move; Increased 

maintenance labor 

requirements. 
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2.4 Final step: Temperature independent snowmaking  

A recently developed technology allows the production of MM snow regardless the weather 

conditions, temperature of the ambient air or RH. This is the definitive answer to snow 

scarcity in ski resorts due to global warming, or at least the best option available now. 

The science behind these systems is no other than traditional ice production, with the only 

difference being the way it is treated once it has been formed. That said, the temperature 

independent snowmaking (TIS) systems technically do not produce snow in its normal form, 

but small ice particles that together act like snow. 

There are three main types of TIS, considering the way in which the ice is generated; flake 

ice (Technoalpin, 2016), plate ice and ice slurry (Hawlader and Wahed, 2008; Bédécarrats, 

David and Castaing-Lasvignottes, 2010). 

These three different technologies can be classified in a more general way differentiating 

between dry subcooled ice and wet ice (Graham, Johnson and F. J. Nicholson, 1993). The 

first is normally produce by machines mechanically scraping ice from the surface where it is 

formed, resulting in thin layers of ice that will act as snowflakes. On the other hand, wet 

ice is obtained when the removal of the ice from the cooling surface is performed by a 

defrost product, partially melting the ice until it loosens. This method can be taken to the 

extreme forming an ice slurry that contains much bigger amounts of water, and that will 

need to be processed in order to obtain a product similar to snow. 

In the first two cases, dry ice is formed over a certain surface to be later detached and 

crushed into small particles that will constitute the snow. In the ice slurry systems, a mixture 

of ice and liquid is formed and then treated in a snow concentrator that extracts the water 

and obtains the required snow. 

2.4.1 Ice production technologies 

2.4.1.1 Flake ice systems 

The flake ice systems produce pieces of ice with size of around 40 by 40 mm, with a 

thickness of 1,5 to 2,5 mm, that are called ice flakes.  
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In Figure 3 all the main elements of a flake ice machine can be seen, with the numbers for 

each part being in brackets in the following description of the production process. The 

process starts with the sprinkling of cold water flowing into the water distributive pan (6) 

from the water inlet of the evaporator (3), and then being sprinkled evenly over the ice 

freezing surface (10) through the water sprinkler (8), creating a water film. The water film 

will exchange heat through that surface with the refrigerant in the refrigerant runner (2), 

with the consequent temperature decrease that will end up in the formation of a thin layer 

of ice on the ice freezing surface. After that, an ice blade (5) that is driven together with the 

water distribution pan, the principal axis (7), and the low water pan (13), by the decelerator 

(4) will follow the ice freezing surface, removing and breaking at the same time the thin ice 

layer. The resulting ice flakes will then fall into the ice storage bin coming from the ice 

outlet (12). Since not all the water has been frozen, the remaining water returns to the cold 

water tank through the water receiving plate from the water return pipe (9) (Focusun. Ice 

Cooling Solutions, 2012). 

The previous process description corresponds to a system with rotating blade that scraps 
the ice from the inner surface of a stationary drum, but other configurations are also 
possible, like the opposite situation with a drum-shaped cylinder that rotates and a scraper 
on the outer surface remaining stationary. Furthermore, even though those systems have 
rotation normally with a vertical axis, but also a horizontal axis is a possible configuration. 
 

 

FIGURE 3.  REPRESENTATION OF A FLAKE ICE MACHINE WITH VERTICAL AXIS ROTATING BLADE . 

 

2.4.1.2 Plate ice systems 

The basics of this technology are considerably similar to the flake ice machines. Water is 

also sprinkled over an ice freezing surface, but in this case it is a vertical or inclined 

refrigerated plate, and the layer formed on it is thicker than for the previous case. After the 

layer of ice is formed, water is sprayed on the other side to defrost the plate, producing a 

loss of adhesive force that results in the ice platedroping into the ice crushing gadget. 
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Another alternative is to create ice layer on both sides of the plate, and run defrost water in 

the inside of the device. Anyway, the resulting ice is presented in pieces of 40 by 40 mm or 

80 by 80 mm, with thickness between 10 and 25 mm. 

The system operates in cycles, during the freezing cycle the cold water is sprayed on the 

outer surfaces and the ice layer is formed, after that a defrost cycle comes, with the warming 

up of the plates with defrost water. Finally,the harvesting time of the ice, even though 

variable depending on theoperatinh conditions, is normally between 8 and 10 % of the total 

cycle time (Graham, Johnson and F. J. Nicholson, 1993). 

In order to achieve reasonable production rates, many plates are placed to form a plate ice 

machine, which capacity will be adjusted regulating the number of plates. 

2.4.1.3 Ice slurry systems 

In this kind of systems instead of creating a dry ice layer, a mixture of liquid and ice particles 

called ice slurry is formed. Those particles can range in diameter size from 0.1 to 1 mm. 

The slurry can consist of ice particles mixed with water or other freezing point depressants 

like sodium chloride, ethanol, ethylene glycol or propylene glycol. The main reasons to use 

other liquids than water, are, in the first place, be able to select the operating temperature, 

which can be done from 0 ºC to -35 ºC, and secondly, to achieve a good fluidity of the 

slurry, something that is not possible with ice particles suspended in water (Kauffeld et al., 

2010). 

Ice slurry is an interesting solution because of the high energy storage density resulting from 

the high latent heat of fusion of the ice crystals. The heat transfer, or cooling rate when 

releasing that heat is also considerably good thanks to the large surface of heat exchange 

between the multiple ice particles and the surroundings.  

There are many different ways of creating ice slurry, hence, the five most commonly used 

systems are explained in  Appendix VI: Ice slurry generation technologies. 

 

2.4.2 Manufacturers of temperature independent snowmakers 

Being a technology that was first developed twenty-five years ago (SnowMagic INC., 2015), 

it has only been during a bit more than the last decade that it has actually been growing and 

gaining some importance. Even though the number of machines installed is still very 

reduced, they are yielding encouraging good results, proving themselves to be a suitable 

solution for ensuring good skiing conditions in future scenarios affected by climate change 

and, thus, warmer temperatures.  These systems are currently being used in some resorts 

in the Alps region, as well as some in the Nordic countries, but they have also been used for 

several international competitions, even including the Winter Olympics of 2014 in Sochi. 
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There are different manufacturers using the different ice production technologies that have 

been described previously, and information about the working parameters and performance 

values of their models are provided in the following sections. 

2.4.2.1 Flake ice based TISs 

TechnoAlpin is currently one of the two only manufacturers producing with the flake ice 

technology. It is an Italian company, already a leader in the TDS world market, and one of 

the four TID manufacturers since 2014 when the released their SnowFactory. The purpose 

of this system is not to be a substitute of TDS, but a complement to ensure the availability 

of snow in the most adverse conditions, like early in the season to guarantee an early opening 

with good snow cover. They have produced two variants of the SnowFactory, one that is 

completely portable, the SF100, and one that is stationary, the SF200 (previously SF220, 

until 2016), although, both of them are conveniently delivered in one, or two, 40 feet 

containers, allowing for a very reduced building work. 

The system includes a refrigeration cycle, that provides the cooling capacity needed by the 

ice flake generator, an ice distribution system and an ice breaking device, in order to obtain 

the desired particle size. Once done, the snow is distributed by either a fan that propels it 

through pipes, or by a conveyor belt. A schematic of the model SF200 is shown in Figure 4, 

where the conveyor belt configuration can be seen. After, snow would be transported and 

distributed through the slopes. 

 

FIGURE 4.  SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE MODEL SF200  FROM TECHNOALPIN,  SELF PRODUCED. 

  

In Table 2, the most important technical data is shown, being important to take into account 

that the energy and production values are given for a water temperature of 5 ºC and an air 

temperature of 15 ºC, meaning that for higher temperatures the power requirements are 

higher and the snow density or production may vary, while for lower temperatures the 

opposite situation occurs. 
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TABLE 2.  TECHNICAL DATA FOR BOTH VARIANTS OF THE SNOWFACTORY BY TECHNOALPIN AG. 

 

 

 

2.4.2.2 Plate ice based TISs 

SnowMagic Inc. again the only one producing with their ice production technology, they 

are the only ones using plate ice generators. It is a company from US responsible for 

producing the first ever TIS back in 1993 (SnowMagic INC., 2015). The reason why they 

are the only ones using this technology is because they own the patent for a special ice 

formation process, called Infinite Crystals Snowmaking (ICS). The ICS system is able to 

produce the ice without the need for any chemical or bacterial additives, meaning that the 

snow is completely suitable for reutilization once it has melted. 

Their different models differ only in the snow production rate, being otherwise the same 

machine, just dimensioned for higher or lower capacities, in order to adapt to the 

customer’s needs (SnowMagic Inc, 2015). Since the ice pieces coming from the plate ice 

generator are extremely big for being used as snow, the need for an ice breaking device is 

undoubtable. A schematic of that part of the system is depicted in Figure 5. 

The snow density at the outlet of the machines are about 490 kg/m3, and the ice particles 

have a mean size of 0.1 to 0.3 mm in diameter. Energy consumption is calculated based on 

an ambient temperature of 22 °C. 

TechnoAlpin SF100 (2016)  SF200 (2016) 

Principle  Flake ice machine Flake ice machine 

Type  Mobile  Stationary 

Cooling capacity 206 kW 640 kW 

Power supply  84 kW 184 kW 

Snow density  450 kg/m3 450 kg/m3 

Production rate  100 m3/day 207 m3/day 

Water flow rate  1 l/s 2 l/s 

Refrigerant  R717 R717 

Size  1x 40‘ HC  2x 40‘ HC 

EVR  31,2 kWh/m3 24,76 kWh/m3 

Water pressure  2-4 bar 2-4 bar 
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FIGURE 5.  SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF AN ICE BREAKING DEVICE FOR A PLATE ICE GENERATOR,  SELF PRODUCED. 

 

In Table 3, the most important technical data is shown, being important to take into account 

that the energy and production values are given for an air temperature of 22 ºC, meaning 

that for higher temperatures the power requirements are higher and the snow density or 

production may vary, while for lower temperatures the opposite situation occurs. 

 

TABLE 3.   TECHNICAL DATA FOR THE SNOWMAKING SYSTEMS FROM SNOWMAGIC INC 

 

2.4.2.3 Ice slurry based TISs 

There are currently two manufacturers using this technology. One of them is SnowTek 

from Finland, and the other one is IDE Technologies from Israel. 

IDE Technologies is a water treatment company, originally a water desalination company, 

that has evolved and grown towards many more water related sectors, one of them being 

the snowmaking industry. They have developed three different models of their Vacuum Ice 

Maker All weather snowmaker: VIM850, VIM400 and VIM100, being the last one a 

portable device also known as Snowmaker2go (IDE Technologies, 2015). 

SnowMagic SnowMagic 
50 

SnowMagic 
100 

SnowMagic 
150 

SnowMagic 
200 

Principle Plate ice machine Plate ice machine Plate ice machine Plate ice machine 

Type  Mobile  Mobile Stationary Stationary 

Power supply  151 kW 248 kW  362 kW 545 kW 

Snow density 495 kg/m3 490 kg/m3 500 kg/m3 490 kg/m3 

Production rate 102 m3/day 204 m3/day 300 m3/day 408 m3/day 

Water flow rate  0.6 l/s 1.2 l/s 1.7 l/s 2.3 l/s 

Size  1x 40‘ HC  1x 40‘ HC  1x 40‘ HC  1x 40‘ HC  

EVR  36,2 kWh/m3 29,8 kWh/m3 29.0 kWh/m3 32,7 kWh/m3 
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In Table 4, the most important technical data is shown, being important to take into account 

that the energy and production values are given for a water temperature of 4-6 ºC and an 

air temperature of 20 ºC, meaning that for higher temperatures the power requirements are 

higher and the snow density or production may vary, while for lower temperatures the 

opposite situation occurs. The values of power do not include the refrigeration system; 

therefore, the total energy usage of this system will be considerably higher. 

The average snow density at the outlet of the machine is different for each model. VIM100 

has an average density of 500 kg/m3, while the other models have a density of 650 kg/m3 

(IDE TECHNOLOGIES, 2011). Those values are before draining part of the water that the 

snow contains, and the value that will be considered when calculating production rate is, 

therefore, about 550 kg/m3. 

 

 

A representation of the system is shown in Figure 6, where it can be seen the vacuum ice 

machine as well as the snow concentrator, where the ice fraction is enlarged to reduce the 

density and obtain a more suitable product for skiing purposes. 

TABLE 4.  TECHNICAL DATA FOR THE SNOWMAKING SYSTEMS FROM IDE  TECHNOLOGIES. 

 

IDE Technologies VIM850  VIM400 VIM100 

Principle Vacuum ice machine 
(ice slurry) 

Vacuum ice machine 
(ice slurry) 

Vacuum ice machine 
(ice slurry) 

Type  Stationary Stationary Mobile 

Cooling capacity 3500 kW 1750 kW 350 kW 

Power supply 397 kW* 235 kW* 190 kW 

Snow density  650 kg/m3 650 kg/m3 500 kg/m3 

Production rate 1720 m3/day 860 m3/day 200 m3/day 

Water flow rate 12,9 l/s 6,5 l/s 1,3 l/s 

Refrigerant Water Water Water 

Size - - 1x 40‘ HC + 1x 20‘ HC 

EVR  - - 22,8 kWh/m3 
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FIGURE 6.  SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE VACUUM ICE MACHINE FROM IDE TECHNOLOGIES (IDE Technologies, 2011). 

 

2.4.2.4 Overview and comparison 

In order to make a more homogeneous comparison, systems with a similar snow production 

capacity will be compared only. The data for the energy usage will not include the power 

needed for water pumps, hence, the total energy demand of the systems once they are 

running will be higher. It is not an easy task to make an exhaustive, objective comparison of 

this kind of systems due to the fact they are based on different technologies and also because 

the available data for every one of them is different. Not to mention the lack of data provided 

by the manufacturers in general, since it is normally considered sensitive information, as in 

the case of the price, and, therefore, provided only under signed NDA (H Pesonen 2018, 

personal communication, 14th March). 

As it can be observed, every manufacturer provides snow with different densities. Even 
though it has been said that there is some correlation between snow density and snow 
quality, when producing snow for slopes it is known that it will be groomed and packed, 
acquiring a higher density that normally averages 650 kg/m3. In order to make a fairer 
comparison, the snow production capacity will be estimated with that value of density. This 
makes sense because if a system has a very large snow production with a density much lower 
than the average snow density of the slopes, it will take a much higher volume of that snow 
to achieve a certain snow cover on the slope. 
Therefore, the comparison will take place between systems with similar capacity measured 
in tons, and only systems with a production of around 100 tons will be considered. 
 
Other important consideration regarding the differences in the provided data is the 
temperature of the water supply at which the data is given. For every 1 ºC increase in the 
supply water, the snow production is reduced by 1,5 % (IDE Technologies, 2013). 
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2.4.2.5 Comparison between TDS and TIS 

 

TABLE 5.  SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TIS  MODELS WITH PRODUCTION RATES OF AT LEAST 200  M3  PER DAY. 

 SF200 SnowMagic 
100 

SnowGen 
100SI 

VIM100 

Manufacturer TechnoAlpin SnowMagic SnowTek IDE 
Technologies 

Principle Flake ice machine Plate ice machine Flake Ice 
machine 

Ice slurry 
machine 

Type  Stationary  Mobile Stationary Mobile 

Cooling capacity 640 kW -  350 kW 
Power supply  184 kW 248 kW  230 kW 190 kW 

Snow density 450 kg/m3 490 kg/m3 450 kg/m3 560 kg/m3 

Production rate 207 m3/day 204 m3/day 222 m3/day 200 m3/day 

Water flow rate  2 l/s 1.2 l/s 0.97 l/s 1,3 l/s 

Refrigerant R717 - Any Water 

Size  1x 40‘ HC  1x 40‘ HC  1x 40‘ HC  1x 40‘ HC  

EVR  21,3 kWh/m3 29,2 kWh/m3 25.0 kWh/m3 22.8 kWh/m3 

Equivalent 
Capacity 

143 m3/day 154 m3/day 154 m3/day 172 m3/day 

Equivalent EVR 30.8 kWh/m3 38.7 kWh/m3 35.9 kWh/m3 26.5 kWh/m3 

     

 

In Table 5, a summary comparing the different available models is shown, in order to have 

a better understanding of their differences and things in common, such as the energy 

requirements being very high for all of them. 

No matter which of those different TIS technologies, they require a vast amount of energy 

to chill the water, to create vacuum, power the support systems, maintain cooled storages, 

etc (Asaoka et al., 2009). That in addition to their yet extremely high investment cost can 

be considered the reason to why there are still very few systems working in ski resorts, even 

if the first ever TIS was developed in 1993. 

Finally, the present project aims to study the viability of installing these systems with heat 

recovery, in a way that their energy consumption and their efficiency, as well as the overall 

environmental impact of the resort activities gets reduced. 

This heat surplus from the refrigerators can be used or recovered directly, being used to 

cover the heating demand of adjacent facilities or indirectly with methods of heat storage as 

the use of boreholes. 
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2.5 Heat recovery from snowmaking 

During the operation of any mechanical system, there is always heat generation, and that is 

the reason why even for traditional TDS, there is always a heat surplus when producing 

snow. Moreover, when using TIS, not only the residual heat from mechanical parts is 

generated, but also a lot of heat is released in the condenser of the refrigeration cycle, since 

it is the only way of cooling the refrigerant. Up until now, these systems release this heat to 

the ambient, using air cooled condensers generally, and the manufacturers have not yet 

studied the possibility of reusing the heat surplus (Niklas Eisath, Personal communication, 

23th April). 

It is the main objective of this project to do so, to study the viability and potential benefits 

of recovering that heat so the overall efficiency of a system comprising the TIS and the 

surrounding buildings could be improved. 

There are different options as to how the heat recovery can be implemented, since it can be 

directly recovered, which means it would be supplied through a heat pump directly to the 

buildings with the heating demand, or it can be temporarily stored, which is considered 

indirect recovery, since it allows to recover heat at a certain moment and use it when it is 

more appropriate. 
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3 Results 

In the following section four different cases are going to be considered for the improvement 

of the snow production system in the ski resort of Astún. They are all based on the use of 

TIS systems, since it is the main objective of this work to study their viability. The reference 

for the needed operating time of the SF200 will be to ensure the opening of a 3 km slope, 

with an average width of 20 m and a snow cover of 0,4 m, since the 15th of November till 

the 30th of April. This means that a snow volume of 24.000 m3 needs to be available by that 

moment. This can be achieved by producing snow the previous months or also by storing 

snow from one season to another. In the following cases, different approaches will be 

developed to achieve that objective. 

 

3.1 Case I: Temperature Independent Snowmaking system 

without heat recovery 

The first situation to be analyzed is the installation of a TIS system without any heat 

recovery. Although this is not at all the aim of this study, it will help further comparisons of 

both TDS and TIS systems, as well as to quantify the benefits from the heat recovery 

alternatives. 

3.1.1 The installation 

The system that will be considered for all the cases is the model SF200 from TechnoAlpin. 

The choosing of this exact device is made based on the data facilitated by the company as 

well as on the fact that is one of the most used systems nowadays. This system comes in two 

standard 40 feet containers, which makes its mounting process considerably easy and fast. 

Furthermore, the system itself does not need an extra building, since the containers will be 

the enclosure once it is installed. 

However, the system requires water supply with a minimum pressure of 4 bar and a 

maximum of 10 bar, which will be given by a pumping system not included in the SF200, 

therefore, it will require additional power and an additional housing for those pumps. 

The water supplied to the system needs to be purified before entering the SF200, since small 

particles contained in the water would create a layer of dirt on the ice formation surface, 

that leads to additional cleaning work and problems with the equipment. Therefore, a 

purification plant will have to be installed together with the pumps, before entering the 

snowmaking system. 

Finally, ditches and pipes will be required to conduct the water and electrical wiring to the 

emplacement of the SF200, which will be discussed in the following section. 
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3.1.2 The emplacement 

Selecting the location in which the system will be installed is of great importance, since 

there are several costs that will be directly influenced by that. In the first place, the closer 

the system is to water and power supply, the lowest the cost it will be for the ditches and 

pipes. However, if the system is located at the bottom of the mountain or far from the areas 

that need to be covered with the snow, the distribution costs of moving all the snow to the 

required locations will be considerably high. 

Taking all of that into account, locating the SF200 at the bottom of the resort is immediately 

discarded as a suitable option, since the snow should be transported all the way up more 

than 400 m vertically, which takes a great amount of effort, time and energy wise.  

Moreover, the place where the SF200 is to be located needs to have enough available space 

for the system, the auxiliary building with the pumps, as well as free space for the pile of 

produced snow, since it will not be continuously moved by the grooming machines 

(Pistenbully). 

Since this emplacement is going to be considered for all four cases, the possibility of snow 

storing should already be taken into account, which means more extra free space to locate 

the snow pile. 

With all these requirements, plausible locations are rapidly reduced to only a few, from 

which one stands particularly amongst the others by fulfilling all of them and also by being 

closely and below a newly constructed water reservoir for the current snowmaking system, 

which reduces piping and pumping costs. 

In the Figure 7 the location suggested for the SF200 and the pumps house is shown together 

with the aforementioned water reservoir, which is above them but very close. It can be seen 

there that in fact there is free space available for locating a snow pile, in case snow storing 

is considered as an additional measure to ensure snow reliability of the resort. 
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FIGURE 7.  AERIAL VIEW SHOWING THE LOCATION OF THE WATER RESERVOIR AND THE SUGGESTED LOCATION FOR THE 

SNOW PILE,  THE SF200 AND THE PUMPS BUILDING. 

 

Finally, by using a contour lines map, we can appreciate the altitude difference between  the 

location of the water reservoir and the location of the SF200, which will allow us to quantify 

the pressure of the supply water just by means of the height difference and gravity. This will 

be important while dimensioning the pumps, since less power will be required to achieve 

the desired inlet pressure. As it can be seen in Figure 8, the water reservoir free surface is 

located at 2.100 m while the snowmaking system would be located at around 1.985 m, 

which means that the water supply to the SF200 will have, naturally a head pressure of 115 

m. 
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FIGURE 8.  COUNTOUR LINES MAP SHOWING THE ALTTITUDE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE WATER RESERVOIR AND THE SF200. 

 

Finally, another advantage of this location is that it is situated on the north face of the highest 

peak of the resort, Pico de la Raca, which guarantees the least possible amount of sun 

radiation and colder temperatures, both critical parameters for the melting rate and good 

conservation of the stored snow. 

In order to summarise the characteristics of the emplacement, a short list of all of them is 

shown: 

• Located at a mid altitude, more than half of the distribution is downhill. 

• Located close to the water reservoir, low piping costs. 

• Located below the water reservoir, reduced pump power needs. 

• Located close to current electrical installations, reduced wiring costs. 

• Located on the north face of the mountain, reduced sun radiation and lower 

temperature, both important for snow conservation. 

• Enough available free space for both the snowmaking system and the stored snow 

pile. 
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3.1.3 Costs 

Firstly, the source for the costs estimations for each item are explained. For those cases 

where no public information was available, the sources and suppliers will be held 

anonymous, as requested by them. 

• SF200: Personal communication with the manufacturer. 750.000 € 

• Pipes and ditches: Cost estimation software developed by the department of fluid 

mechanics from the University of the Basque Country (Alegría and Peñalva, 2015), 

and data from project reports (Jackson Town Council, 2014). Total cost for ditch, 

filling, bedding and pipes estimated to be around 300 €/m. The connection between 

the water reservoir and the SF200 is around 520 m. 

• Purification plant: Phone conversation with a local construction company. 

80.000 € 

• Building: Phone conversation with local construction company: 700 €/m2 

including electrical installation. The building floor area is estimated to be 60 m2. 

• Pumps: Salvador Escoda S.A. Online catalogue. Two centrifugal pumps EB 20 056 

U5-200/7. Each pump is 580,81 € plus 21 % taxes (Escoda, 2017). 

• Engineering: Since the project is not a project with a very high CAPEX (Capital 

expenditure) the engineering cost is estimated as a 15 % of the total project cost 

(Khaitan, 2017). 

 

The investment costs for this case are estimated in the following Table 6. 

TABLE 6.  DISTRIBUTION OF THE INVESTMENT COSTS FOR CASE I.  TIS  SYSTEM WITHOUT HEAT RECOVERY. 

SF200 750.000 € 

Pipes & ditches 156.000 € 

Purification plant 80.000 € 

Auxiliary building 42.000 € 

Pumps 1.406 € 

Engineering 154.400 € 

Total 1.183.820 € 
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3.1.4 Operation 

The system will be able to operate, and thus, produce snow, under any weather conditions. 

However, producing snow with supply water at high temperatures, or with very high 

ambient temperatures is strongly not advised, since the energy requirements would be 

enormous, and the snow would last very short periods of time, respectively. 

As a consequence of that, the operation of the SF200 needs to be carefully studied to meet 

the best possible equilibrium between producing as much snow as it is required and making 

the process as efficient as possible, so the results are worth the cost. 

Therefore, producing snow during the warmest months will not be considered, since the 

melting rate would be very high and the net snow accumulation after the summer would 

most likely be non-existent. A detailed modeling of the melting rate will be performed 

further down, and it will be used for all the following cases studied in this thesis. 

Since this initial case is mainly studied to characterize the snowmaking system, a planning 

for the operating hours will not be performed in this case, as there are no parameters that 

can help us limit or define the needs. 

With continuous operation, the SF200 can produce 207 m3 of snow every day, with a 

density of around 455 kg/m3. Nevertheless, since the average snow density of a groomed, 

packed slope is 650 kg/m3, that will be the reference density from now on. Therefore, the 

equivalent snow production of the SF200 considering the reference density is 145 m3/day. 

The EVR, as it has been calculated before, is 21.3 kWh/m3 and 30.8 kWh/m3 respectively 

for both the original and the reference snow densities. 

3.1.5 Comparison with TDS 

In order to understand the meaning of the previous values, we have to compare them with 

the ones obtained for the TDS systems. As we calculated before, the average EVR for a 

modern fan gun, one of the most common TDS alternatives nowadays, is 1.2 kWh/m3, 

with produced snow having a density of 400 kg/m3, and if we obtain the equivalent for the 

reference density the value goes up to 1.95 kWh/m3, which is still greatly far from the 

values obtained for the SF200. 

If we compare the EVR of both systems, it can be seen that the TIS requires almost 16 times 

more energy to produce the same amount of snow, showing also production rates that are 

much lower. 

The resort of Astún has over a hundred TDS machines, from which 50 are fan guns and 54 

are lances. Most of the fan guns are from the company TechnoAlpin, model T60, currently 

out of the market and replaced by the new versions, but with great performance parameters 

(Nevasport forum, 2006; AIT Consultores, 2009; AIT Consultores Aragón, 2010; Diario 

del Alto Aragón, 2011). 
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In order to understand the differences in the production potential, we are going to consider 

one hour of suitable conditions (Tw = -8 ºC), for all the TDS machines in the resort.  

Taking average values for the production rate, far below the specified values in their data 

sheets, every fan gun can produce around 50 m3/h and every lance around 30 m3/h, which 

will lead to an hourly production of over 4000 m3. This amount of snow produced would 

require 460 SF200 to be produced in the same amount of time, or, it would take our single 

SF200 almost 20 days of continuous operation.  

The conclusion that needs to be extracted from this comparison is that the TIS systems are 

not meant to replace the existing TDS, or even to be used in a similar way. In fact, while 

TDS systems have the ability to produce enough snow to ensure snow reliability in wide 

areas, some times in the whole skiing area, TIS systems should be considered as a way of 

ensuring the snow availability in the most unfavorable moments.  

Summarizing, TIS systems should only be used as a complementary system to the TDS, 

either when those systems cannot be used or when there is a need for snow that they cannot 

cover. For example, they can be used to ensure the opening of key selected slopes at an 

early date, and to secure the length of the season during the last weeks when the conditions 

for TDS are likely to not be appropriate. In addition, they can also be used to produce snow 

that will later be stored, therefore, they can produce snow during the previous months 

before the season opening, generating a snow stock that will allow the resort to guarantee 

the scheduled opening date. 

3.1.6 Melting rate 

It is also important to consider how the produced snow by the TIS will melt once it has been 

produced. Since we are not yet considering snow storage, the snow produced will be either 

next to the SF200 or spread along the slopes, but either way, subjected to the melting 

process. This is a very important aspect, since it has to be considered to analyze the actual 

amount of snow that will be available after a certain production time, as it will be 

significantly less than the gross production that leaves the SF200. 

The melting rate depends on the ambient temperature, once it goes above the freezing 

point, but it also depends greatly on the net solar radiation and the albedo, which varies 

significantly with the time of the year (Moussavl, Wyseure and Feyen, 1989).  

There are many different methods developed to study and estimate melting rates, some of 

them are very complex and they require the input of a big number of variables, but they are 

also the most reliable ones. On the other hand, there are other methods that have been 

simplified and still have been proved to provide consistent reasonable results (Mcginn, 

2012).  
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One of the most commonly accepted methods is the degree-day method, that relates the 

melting rate with the temperature difference between the base temperature (freezing 

temperature) and the ambient average temperature, by means of a degree-day melting 

factor. Although the degree-day melting ratio changes depending on the month, there are 

some values that are commonly used as average values for rough estimations (Joseph A. Van 

Mullem and David Garen, 2004). 

In order to be able to use the degree-day model, an historic of temperatures has been 

researched. Since there is an important lack of data and meteorological stations for that area, 

the closest data available are for Candanchú, which is located at an altitude of 1500 m instead 

of the 1705 m for Astún, and at a distance of around 3 km. 

 

EQUATION 1.  EQUATION MODELLING THE MELTING RATE FOR THE DEGREE-DAY METHOD. 

𝑀 = 𝐴 · 𝐶𝑚 · (𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑏) 

 

• M is the melting rate in m3/day. 

• A is the surface of snow in contact with the air in m2. 

• 𝐶𝑚 is the degree-day melting factor in m/day. 

• 𝑇𝑎 is the mean daily ambient temperature in ºC. 

• 𝑇𝑏 is the base temperature in ºC, set at 0 ºC (melting temperature). 

The data obtained is only for the last 8 years, and thus, not extremely reliable. In fact, the 

obtained yearly average temperature for those last 8 years, which have been warmer than 

usual, is 7.2 ºC. While it has been found that the average temperature is actually 5.2 ºC. In 

order to be more accurate and consider not only the data from the last 8 years, the values 

have been corrected considering that the average temperature in Candanchú is actually 5.2 

ºC, but also considering that the SF200 is going to be installed at an altitude of 1.980 m, 

which implies lower temperatures due to an increase of altitude of almost 500 m (Ebro, 

2014).  

In the Figure 9 a graph showing the monthly average temperatures for both the available 

data and the corrected values for the actual location of the system. 
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FIGURE 9.  GRAPH SHOWING AVERAGE TEMPERATURES FOR CANDANCHU OVER THE LAST 8  YEARS,  AND THE CORRECTED 

TEMPERATURE VALUES FOR ASTÚN. 

 

It is going to be considered that the production takes place during the most favorable 

months. Therefore, the SF200 is turned off during the months of May, June, July and 

August, since the high temperatures of the ambient and the supply water would imply 

extremely high power usage. Once that is considered a simulation of the evolution of the 

snow pile considering newly produced and melted snow rates can be performed in order to 

ensure the 24.000 m3 at the beginning of November, enough to guarantee an early opening 

with one main slope. 

The Equation 1 has been used with the average temperatures corrected for Astún, as shown 

in Figure 9, as well as different values of the degree-day melting factor for different months. 

For the winter months, a low value of 2 mm per day has been used (𝐶𝑚 = 0.002), while 

for the summer months a higher value of 4.5 mm per day has been used (𝐶𝑚 = 0.0045). 

The value for the summer months is still considerably moderate or even low, and the reason 

for that is the high altitude of the location and the fact that is located on the north face, 

receiving considerably less solar radiation. 
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FIGURE 10.  GRAPH SHOWING THE EVOLUTION OF THE PRODUCED SNOW AND THE REMAINING SNOW VOLUME THROUGH 

THE YEAR,  STARTING THE 1S T OF NOVEMEBER.  THE MODEL SHOWS THAT WITHOUT COVER,  50  %  OF THE SNOW PRODUCED 

IS LOST,  RESULTING IN A GREAT LOSS OF ENERGY AND MONEY. 

 

As shown in Figure 10, the melting rate without covering the snow during the summer is 

extremely high, and therefore 48.470 m3 of snow need to be produced along the year in 

order to have 24.393 m3, just over the desired 24.000 m3, at the begining of November.  

3.1.7 Summary and conclusion 

Since this case doesn’t consider any heat recovery, there are no economic gains from the 

investment on the SF200. The only possible benefits would come from the earnings 

generated by skiers thanks to the early opening of the resort, but that is a variable that will 

not be considered due to its great complexity. 

Therefore, a summary of all the costs, including investment and operation is shown in Table 

7, as a reference to compare with further cases. 
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TABLE 7.  SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT AND OPERATING COSTS FOR CASE I;  SF200  WITHOUT HEAT RECOVERY. 

Case I Snowmaking  Distribution TOTAL 

Investment 1.183.820 € - 1.183.820 € 

Operating 146.608 € 61.470 € 208.078 € 

TOTAL 1.330.428 € 61.470 € 1.391.898 € 

 

In the light of those results, the final cost of each cubic meter of snow, considering a life 

span of 20 years, would be of 10.95 €/m3. And considering only the operating costs, the 

CVR reaches a value of 8.5 €/m3.  

With these results it is clear that in order for this investment to be reasonable, there has to 

be some benefits from it, therefore, heat recovery seems to be necessary for the viability of 

the project. 

On the other hand, melting rate modeling shows that a proper snow storage method would 

be highly recommended, since currently half of the produced snow is lost due to melting. 

Further studies should consider the storing of snow in a better emplacement, covered with 

insulating materials to reduce the effect of the solar radiation. This will be considered in 

case III when the storage will be part of the studied solution. 
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3.2 Case II: Temperature Independent Snowmaking system 

with direct heat recovery 

3.2.1 Introduction 

In order for a heat recovery system to be implemented, there has to be a heating demand in 

the proximities of the system, so the surplus heat can be delivered to such other facility and 

cover its heating demand. 

In Nordic countries, such as Sweden, Norway or Finland, is common to have district heating 

networks. The concept of district heating lays on a centralized heat production that is 

distributed through pipes to all the buildings within the network, which normally involves 

one city or urban area. In those countries, delivering the extra heat to that grid would be 

the first alternative to be considered, if proximity and prices are appropriate, but since there 

is no such thing in Spain, other possibilities will be considered. 

The location of the ski resort, up in the mountains and far from anything else, rules out 

other possibilities such as selling the heat to a close by company with huge heat requirements 

or other possible private buyers.  

Hence, the only remaining alternative is the one that will be considered here, using the heat 

surplus to cover the heating demand of the other buildings in the resort, such as apartments, 

hotels, restaurants and shops. 

The demand from these buildings is basically for heating and domestic hot water (DHW), 

which means that the heat needs to be at temperatures of around 60-70 ºC. Since the heat 

extracted from the condenser of the SF200 is at relatively low temperatures, a heat pump 

will be used between the TIS system and the buildings, heating from 15 ºC to 70 ºC. 

This study will only consider delivering the heat to each of the buildings, distribution within 

the buildings to all the different apartments or rooms is not included in the scope of this 

project. 

The ski resort of Astún has currently a certain amount of residential buildings, which heating 

demand will be analyzed later, but that could change in the following years, since there is 

an approved project to increase the urban area, including the construction of more 

apartments. The location of the existing buildings and the area for the possible expansion 

are shown in the Figure 11. 
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FIGURE 11.  AEREAL VIEW OF THE RESORT,  WHERE THE CURRENTLY EXISTING BUILDINGS ARE CIRCLED IN RED AND THE 

AREA WHERE THE NEW BUILDINGS COULD BE BUILT IS COLOURED IN TRANSPARENT RED. 

 

3.2.2 General description 

The SF200 will supply the heating demand of the existing buildings, but since they are all 

connected, from now on and for simplicity, they will be depicted or referred to as “the 

building”, which contains all the apartments, the hotel, shops and restaurants. 

The location of the SF200 will be the same as in the previous case, even though the distance 

to the buildings is higher than if it would have been located at the bottom of the resort. This 

is because the losses in the pipes delivering the hot water are small and, thus, the benefits 

from locating it in that location are more than the extra losses for a few hundred meters of 

pipes. In Figure 12, it can be seen that the distance between the SF200 and the building with 

the accumulators will be approximately 1.100 m. 
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FIGURE 12.  AERIAL VIEW WHERE THE LOCATION OF THE SF200 AND THE BUILDINGS TO BE HEATED IS SHOWN,  WITH THE 

DISTANCE BETWEEN THEM MARKED WITH A RED LINE. 

 

The system will consist of two cycles, a vapor compression one stage refrigeration cycle, 

which is the SF200 itself, and a heat pump, both connected in a cascade cycle, which means 

that the condenser of the SF200 is at the same time the evaporator of the heat pump, since 

it takes the heat from the refrigeration cycle at the condenser. Also, as it can be seen in 

Figure 13, it is important to note that even though the condenser of the refrigeration cycle 

is the evaporator of the heat pump, an additional air-cooled condenser will be installed so 

the SF200 can operate without heat recovery. 
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FIGURE 13.  DIAGRAM SHOWING THE CONFIGURATION OF CASE II,  WITH THE SF200,  THE HEAT PUMP AND THE 

DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THE BUILDINGS. 

 

The SF200 refrigeration cycle works with ammonia (R-717) as refrigerant, while the heat 

pump is driven by CO2, in order to obtain the high temperatures needed. After the heat 

pump and before being delivered to the building, there will be an accumulator, since it may 

be necessary to adjust differences between the heat production and the heat demand. All of 

this can be seen in Figure 13. The accumulator will be placed inside the building with the 

heating demand, so the existing losses will be useful, since the heat will still be heating the 

desired space. 

The heat pump is calculated to work from 15 ºC to 70 ºC, which means that the water will 

go to the accumulator at 70 ºC, to supply the building, and it will come back after being 

used at around 15 ºC. 
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3.2.3 Available heat 

This is the most important aspect to consider, since the available heat from the SF200 will 

determine the possibilities of saving energy in the surrounding buildings. If the available heat 

is much higher than the heating demand, the overall efficiency of the system will not 

improve greatly, but if most of the heat or all of it can be used, then the system will be 

performing very well, since there will not be lost energy as heat delivered to the air. 

Firstly, the amount of heat that needs to be removed from the supply water will be 

calculated, considering that the water enters the system at 5 ºC and that the ice leaves at -8 

ºC (Niklas Eisath, Personal communication, 23rd of April), and using the specific heats for 

water, fusion and ice, following Equation 2. 

EQUATION 2.  SPECIFIC HEAT TO BE EXCTRACTED FROM THE WATER ENTERING THE SF200. 

𝑞 [ 
𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔
] = (𝐶𝑝𝑤 · ∆𝑇𝑤) + 𝑙𝑓𝑤 + (𝐶𝑝𝑖 · ∆𝑇𝑖) 

 

• 𝐶𝑝𝑤 = 4.19 [𝑘𝐽/𝑘𝑔 · °𝐶] 

• ∆𝑇𝑤 = 5 °𝐶 − 0 °𝐶 = 5 °𝐶 

• 𝑙𝑓𝑤 = 334  [𝑘𝐽/𝑘𝑔] 

• 𝐶𝑝𝑖 = 2.11  [𝑘𝐽/𝑘𝑔 · °𝐶] 

• ∆𝑇𝑖 = 0 °𝐶 − (−8 ° 𝐶) = 8 ° 𝐶  

EQUATION 3.  CALCULATION OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT THAT NEEDS TO BE EXTRACTED FROM THE WATER IN THE PROCESS. 

𝑞 = (4.19 [
𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔 · °𝐶
] · 5 [°𝐶]) + 334 [

𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔
] + (2.11 [

𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔 · °𝐶
] · 8 [°𝐶]) = 371.83 [ 

𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔
] 

With the specific heat from Equation 3, the total cooling demand in the evaporator can be 

calculated considering the total water flow rate, which is 2 l/s. 

𝑄𝐸 = 371.83 [ 
𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔
] · 2 [ 

𝑘𝑔

𝑠
] = 743.66 [𝑘𝑊] 

The next step would be to fix all the 4 points of the refrigeration cycle, obtaining enthalpy, 

temperature and pressure for all of them, and therefore, being able to obtain the flow rate 

of R-717 refrigerant and the efficiency of the cycle, as well as the different heat flows. In 

our case, the data for the different stages of the cycle is not available, since it is considered 

confidential by the manufacturer (Niklas Eisath, Personal communication, 23rd of April). 

Hence, an approximation will be made, considering the refrigerant and using average values 

of the COP for a refrigerating cycle using ammonia (Khổng, 2014). 
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A refrigeration cycle is essentially the same cycle as a heat pump, the only difference is the 

direction of the flow, which is the opposite from one to the other. Therefore, those cycles 

have two different COP values, one for the system working to deliver heat (COPH) and one 

for the system extracting heat, or cooling (COPC). 

 

EQUATION 4.  MEANING OF THE COPH. 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻 =  
𝑄𝐶

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘
 

EQUATION 5.  MEANING OF THE COPC. 

COP𝐶 =  
𝑄𝐸

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘
 

 

Both parameters are the ratio between a heat flow and the work input needed to obtain the 

heat flow. The COPC is the relation between the heat extracted in the evaporator (QE) and 

the work input needed in the compressor. On the other hand, the COPH is the relation 

between the heat delivered in the condenser (QC) and the work input needed in the 

compressor. Since the compressor work is completely transformed into heat, the COPH is 

related to the COPC following the Equation 6. 

EQUATION 6.  RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COPH  AND THE COPC. 

 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻 =  COP𝐶 + 1 

In this case, a value of COPC of 3 will be considered, being this an average, conservative 

value, compared to the maximum possible for ammonia cycles, which is 4.77. This value 

means that the system delivers 3 units of heat for each unit of electricity supplied to the 

compressor. As equation 7 states, COPH will then have a value of 4, which includes the 

heat supplied by the compressor. 

Once the performance of the cycle has been set, the available heat in the condenser can be 

easily calculated using the expressions for both COP parameters. 

 

EQUATION 7.  EQUATION RELATING THE HEAT AVAILABLE IN THE CONDENSER WITH THE HEAT EXTRACTED IN THE 

EVAPORATOR. 

𝑄𝐶 =  𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻 · 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘 = 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻 ·  
𝑄𝐸

COP𝐶

= 991.6 [𝑘𝑊] 

Finally, using all the previous equations, we obtain the available heat in the condenser, 

which has a value of 991.6 kW. 
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3.2.4 Heat demand 

The heat demand will be estimated for the currently existing buildings in the resort. The 

resort has the following facilities distributed in six main buildings (all of them connected 

physically), and some other small constructions nearby (I. ARISTU, 2009; ESTACIÓN 

INVERNAL VALLE DE ASTÚN, 2010a, 2010b): 

• 1 Hotel: 120 beds 

• 447 private apartments for 1 to 4 people 

• 9 bars or cafeterias 

• 5 restaurants 

• 1 grill 

• 1 Pub 

• 1 Souvenir shop 

• 1 Supermarket 

• 1 Ski club 

• 4 Sports shops 

• 1 Ski rental 

• 2 Ski schools 

• 1 Medical care center 

The main contributions to the heating demand are the apartments and the hotel, followed 

by restaurants, shops and other establishments that will be considered with a generic value 

for commercial spaces. 

The calculations for each of the heat demands from the different buildings and facilities are 

shown in the Appendix VII. 

In the following Table 8 a summary of all the estimated yearly heat demands is shown. 
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TABLE 8.  SUMMARY OF ALL THE HEAT DEMAND SEPARATED IN THE THREE MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS TO IT,  HOTEL,  

APARTMENTS AND OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS. 

Element Description 
Heat demand 
[kWh/year] 

Hotel 120 beds in 41 rooms; total surface of 3.200 m2 722.145 

Apartments 447 apartments with an average of 62,5 m2 4.735.406 

Other 
Various establishments adding up to 4.000 m2 of the 

buildings ground floor. 
900.000 

TOTAL Total heat demand of the resort 
6.357.551 

 

 

In order to be able to determine the most suitable operating schedule for the SF200, it is 

important to know the monthly distribution of the heat demand, and that has been made 

adjusting the total demand to the distribution found for apartment buildings in the Helsinki 

climate (Zangheri et al., 2014). A graph showing that distribution can be seen in Figure 14. 

 

FIGURE 14.  GRAPH SHOWING THE MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL HEAT DEMAND FOR THE SKI RESORT. 
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3.2.5 Production rate 

Following the distribution shown in Figure 14, it is possible to determine the number of 

hours the SF200 should be running to supply the heat demand. By doing this we are ensuring 

that all the heat from the SF200 is used, and, therefore, the overall efficiency of the resort 

as a whole, improved. In the Table 9, those values have been tabulated, in the first place the 

required days to cover the heat demand, and later the real value, since for the coldest 

months, the heat requirements are higher than the amount of heat that can be delivered by 

the heat pump with the SF200 working non stop. Finally, the amount of snow produced 

during those production days is shown, which will later allow us to determine the remaining 

snow volume at the begining of the season. 

 

TABLE 9.  MONTHLY HEAT DEMAND,  CORRESPONDING PRODUCTION DAYS TO COVER IT,  REAL PRODUCTION DAYS 

AVAILABLE EACH MONTH AND CORRESPONDING SNOW VOLUME TO THE SF200 OPERATING DURING THAT AMOUNT OF 

TIME. 

Month 
Heat demand 

[kWh] 
Production days 

Real production 
days 

Snow volume 
[m3] 

Jan 1.031.461 35,2 31 6.417 

Feb 918.938 31,4 28 5.796 

Mar 731.400 25,0 25 5.175 

Apr 375.077 12,8 13 2.691 

May 187.538 6,4 7 1.449 

Jun 150.031 5,1 6 1.242 

Jul 168.785 5,8 6 1.242 

Aug 131.277 4,5 5 1.035 

Sep 243.800 8,3 9 1.863 

Oct 468.846 16,0 17 3.519 

Nov 918.938 31,4 30 6.210 

Dec 1.031.461 35,2 31 6.417 

Year 6.357.551 217,2 208 43.056 
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3.2.6 Melting rate 

The melting model that was developed in the previous section, is valid now for this case, 

with the only difference of the production of snow having a different total net value and a 

different distribution along the year, since it is now designed to fit the heat demand of the 

resort. 

With the current situation, and the modelled melting rate of the uncovered snow, after the 

summer, at the beginning of the season, the remaining snow volume would be 19.697 m3, 

which is only a 46 % of the total production over the year, which rises up to 43.056 m3, as 

it can be seen in Figure 15. Under these conditions, the desired 24.000 m3 on November 

1st are not achieved, and, therefore, the need for additional solutions is clear. 

Since in this case we are not considering snow storage, the only possible solution is to 

operate the SF200 during more hours, in order to increase the snow volume produce, and, 

thus the remaining one. This solution has one main problem, the extra snow produced will 

imply that the SF200 is generating heat that will not be used but thrown to the ambient. 

That will cause the performance of the system to decrease, since we are wasting energy. 

 

 

FIGURE 15.  GRAPH SHOWING THE OVERALL SNOW PRODUCTION AND THE REMAINING SNOW VOLUME ALONG THE YEAR,  

FINISHING AT NOVEMBER 1ST . 
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In order to get to the 24.000 m3, 22 extra days of production should be added. The best 

way of locating those days is to put them after the summer, so that the snow doesn’t have 

to withstand more than four months of high temperatures. Therefore, adding 8 days of 

production in September, and 14 in October, which is preferably since temperatures in 

October are more suitable for both production and conservation. By doing this, the 

remaining snow volume on November 1st will be 24.005 m3, just above the desired amount. 

This will result in the production of an additional amount of snow of 4.554 m3 and 644.000 

kWh of heat that will be lost to the ambient. In this final situation, up to 50 % of the 

produced snow will remain at the beginning of the season, which is still a very low value, 

that could be easily improved with snow storing techniques. 

3.2.7 Heat pump  

The heat pump selected is a transcritical CO2 pump, since it has a better efficiency when 

the temperature lift on the high-pressure side is large (30 ºC – 40 ºC). The difference 

between a conventional and a transcritical heat pump s that in the second one the release of 

heat in the gas cooler takes place above the critical point (71 bar). The consequence of that 

is that the heat exchange takes place not at a fixed temperature but along a temperature 

range, and, thus, the condenser is not called condenser but gas cooler, since the refrigerant 

doesn’t condensate but only be cooled down (De Kleijn Energy Consultants & Engineers, 

2016). On the other hand, the evaporator will operate below the critical point, so the pump 

is operating below and above it. 

In order to determine the working conditions of the heat pump, data from the refrigeration 

cycle is needed, and since it is not available it will be assumed. The heat pump takes the heat 

from the condenser, through a heat exchanger, and the approach temperature for all heat 

exchanges is going to be set at 10 K. Therefore, assuming that the condenser temperature 

is 25 ºC, the CO2 evaporation will take place at 15 ºC. 

The heat pump cycle is drawn in Figure 16, in a Temperature-Entropy diagram (T-s). In 

this diagram it can be seen how the selected high-pressure value sets the pinch point at state 

3, while for lower pressures it would move rapidly towards state 2, decreasing heat 

exchanger efficiency. 
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FIGURE 16.  HEAT PUMP CYCLE DRAWN ON A T-S  DIAGRAM.  SHOWING THE CO2  STAGES (ORANGE LINES)  AND THE WATER 

TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION IN THE HEAT EXCHANGER (BLUE LINE). 

 

With the already mentioned assumptions, the pressure at point 2 is set to 125 bar, giving a 

pressure ratio of 2.5 which allows us to obtain the isentropic efficiency as 0.85 (Neksa, 

2002). With all those values, the cycle can be solved, and the resulting values for the 

intensive properties at every state point are shown in the Table 10 below. 

 

TABLE 10.  TABLE SHOWING ALL THE DIFFERENT STAGES OF THE HEAT PUMP. 

State point Temperature [ºC] Pressure [bar] Enthalpy [kJ/kg] Entropy [kJ/kg·K] 

1 15 50,8 417,3 1,751 

2 86,4 125,0 455,4 1,767 

3 25 125,0 251,1 1,143 

4 15 50,8 251,1 1,165 

 

Once all the state points are fixed, and knowing the heat input in the evaporator, since it is 

the available heat in the SF200 condenser recently calculated, the amount of heat delivered 

by the heat pump at the gas cooler to the water and the amount of work input needed to 

operate the heat pump are calculated. 

In the first place, the mass flow rate of refrigerant CO2 is obtained from the heat extracted 

in the condenser of the SF200. 

EQUATION 8.  CALCULATION OF THE CO2  MASS FLOW RATE IN THE HEAT PUMP. 

�̇�𝐶𝑂2 =
𝑄𝐶

∆𝐻4−1

=
991,6 [𝑘𝑊]

166,2 [
𝑘𝐽
𝑘𝑔

]
= 5,97 [

𝑘𝑔

𝑠
] 
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After that, the available heat in the gas cooler, QGC, can be obtained from the enthalpy 

difference between state points 2 and 3 and the mass flow rate of CO2. 

EQUATION 9.  CALCULATION OF THE AVAILABLE HEAT IN THE GAS COOLER OF THE HEAT PUMP. 

𝑄𝐺𝐶 = �̇�𝐶𝑂2 · ∆𝐻2−3 = 5,97 [
𝑘𝑔

𝑠
] · 204,3 [

𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔
] = 1219,7 [𝑘𝑊] 

Finally, the work input required by the heat pump, useful for further calculations of the 

total operation cost of the system, can be obtained from the enthalpy difference between 

state points 1 and 2 and the mass flow rate of CO2. 

EQUATION 10.  CALCULATION OF THE REQUIERED WORK INPUT IN THE HEAT PUMP. 

𝑊𝐻𝑃 = �̇�𝐶𝑂2 · ∆𝐻1−2 = 5,97 [
𝑘𝑔

𝑠
] · 38,1 [

𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔
] = 227,7 [𝑘𝑊] 

3.2.8 Dimensioning the pumps 

There are two different pumps, powering the two main circuits. One transfer heat from 

the gas cooler in the heat pump to the accumulators, and the other one from them to the 

final use, the buildings. The mass flow rate of water through the pump can be calculated 

from the heat available at the gas cooler and the temperature increase of the water. 

EQUATION 11.  CALCULATION OF THE MASS FLOW RATE OF WATER THROUGH THE HEAT PUMP. 

�̇�𝑤 =
𝑄𝐺𝐶

𝐶𝑝𝑤 · ∆𝑇𝑤

=
1219,7 [𝑘𝑊]

4,19 [
𝑘𝐽
𝑘𝑔

] · 55[𝐾]
= 5,3 [

𝑘𝑔

𝑠
] 

Since the maximum heat load to the buildings is actually higher than the heat load from the 

heat pump, under very sever conditions (T = −20 °C), the design flow rate of both 

pumps should be the same.  

Circuit one is the one between the heat pump and the accumulator, and therefore it has a 

total length of 2.200 m, since the distance between them is 1.100m and it has to be a closed 

circuit. Circuit two on the other hand is between the accumulator and the buildings, and it 

has an approximate length of 650 m. 

 

Using Equation 17 and the Darcy-Weisbach equation, together with the moody chart to 

obtain the friction factor f, the power for each of the pumps can be calculated. The efficiency 

of the pumps will be assumed to be 0,6. 

In the Appendix I, the calculations for the dimensioning of the pumps are show, as well as 

the process of selecting a certain model from the Grundfos catalogue. The final results are 

shown in Table 11, together with the yearly energy usage based on the fact that pump 1 will 

operate only when the SF200 is running, and pump 2 will operate continuously all year 

round. 
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TABLE 11.  SUMMARY TABLE SHOWING THE POWER AND ENERGY USAGE OF EACH OF THE NECESSARY PUMPS FOR THE 

DIRECT HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEM FROM THE SF200. 

Element Model Power [kW] Energy usage [kWh/yr] 

Pump 1 CR 15-9 7.5  41.400 

Pump 2 CR 20-2 2.2 19.272 

Total - - 60.672 

 

3.2.9 Costs  

As in the previous case, the sources for the costs estimations for each item are explained. 

For those cases where no public information was available, the sources and suppliers will be 

held anonymous, as requested by them. The elements already present in the previous case 

will not be explained again, instead the value will be shown directly. 

• Pipes and ditches: Cost estimation software developed by the department of fluid 

mechanics from the University of the Basque Country (Alegría and Peñalva, 2015), 

and data from project reports (Jackson Town Council, 2014). Total cost for ditch, 

filling, bedding and pipes estimated to be around 300 €/m. The connection between 

the heat pump and the accumulators is around 1.100 m. Piping for the circuit 

number 2 doesn’t require ditch, and the price lowers down to 120 €/m, with a total 

length of 650 m. 

• Pumps: Cost obtained in the Appendix I. Pump 1: 5.096 € and pump 2: 2.777 €. 

• Heat pump: Phone conversation with heat pump manufacturer; Cost estimated to 

be around 200 €/kW, with a total of 1250 kW. 

• Accumulator: Price list from a supplier. Price for a 5.000 l accumulator: 6.864 € 

(Thermal Earth Ltd, 2018). 

• Engineering: Since the project is not a project with a very high CAPEX (Capital 

expenditure) the engineering cost is estimated as a 15 % of the total project cost 

(Khaitan, 2017). 
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The investment costs for this case are estimated in the following Table 12. 

TABLE 12.  DISTRIBUTION OF THE INVESTMENT COSTS FOR CASE I.  TIS  SYSTEM WITH HEAT RECOVERY. 

SF200 750.000 € 

Pipes & ditches 564.000 € 

Purification plant 80.000 € 

Auxiliary building 42.000 € 

Pumps 9.279 € 

Heat pump 250.000 € 

Accumulators 6.864 € 

Engineering 255.321 € 

Total 1.957.464 € 

 

 

3.2.10 Summary and discussion 

In this case II, obtaining the Seasonal performance factor (SPF) is useful to study the overall 

efficiency of the system.  A system in which we are introducing work input, to operate the 

SF200, the heat pump and the pumps distributing the water, and we get the heat delivered 

by the heat pump to the buildings. 

EQUATION 12.  CALCULATION OF THE SEASONAL PERFORMANCE FACTOR (SPF). 

𝑆𝑃𝐹 =
𝑄𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

𝑊𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

=
𝑄𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑊𝑆𝐹200 + 𝑊𝐻𝑃 + 𝑊𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑠

 

 

𝑆𝑃𝐹 =
5.256.843 [kWh]

1.015.680 [kWh] + 1.256.904[kWh] + 60.672 [kWh]
= 2,25 

The value obtained for the SPF is considerably high, since the heat demand has been 

completely covered. However, it could be slightly improved if the SF200 wouldn’t have to 

operate wasting heat during 22 days to reach the desired snow volume. 

The energy gain obtained in case II is, therefore, 2.923.587 kWh every year, which, 

considering electricity prices from Appendix VII: Electricity price, results in 321.887 € in 

savings every year. 
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TABLE 13.  SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT AND OPERATING COSTS FOR CASE II;  SF200  WITH HEAT RECOVERY. 

Case II Snowmaking  Distribution TOTAL 

Investment 1.957.464 € - 1.957.464 € 

Operating -321.887 € 72.015 € -249.872 € 

EVR -121,8 kWh/m3 10 kWh/m3 -111,8 kWh/m3 

CVR -13,4 €/m3 3 €/m3 -10,4 €/m3 

 

From the results shown in Table 13, case II proves to be a considerably good possibility, 

since thanks to the fact that most of the heat produced by the SF200 is used to cover the 

heat demand of the buildings, the system as a whole actually implies savings. In this situation, 

the payback period for this solution is less than 8 years, which is a payback time more than 

acceptable for a project of these characteristics, where the lifespan is at least 15 years for all 

the systems within it (Greg Leisgang, 2011). 

However, there is still room for improvement, as it can be predicted by two main aspects. 

Firstly, not all the heat demand from the buildings is covered, since during the coldest 

months, the SF200 running continuously doesn’t provide enough heat, while during other 

months the SF200 is throwing heat to the ambient. This should lead us to the indirect heat 

recovery solution, which would allow to store some heat during the months where the 

production is higher than the required to cover the heat demand, in order to use it during 

the coldest months. 

Secondly, the current melting model shows an important loss of snow because no covering 

method is used. Without appropriate storing measures, 50 % of the snow pile is lost by the 

beginning of November, which is a very high percentage. Even though this situation is not 

especially bad in energy or economic terms in this particular case, since the SF200 being 

producing snow actually generates savings, it should be considered anytime a snow volume 

is to be preserved. In our case, it would benefit by increasing the amount of snow available 

by the beginning of the season, which comes with better skiing conditions, and, thus, more 

benefits from the resort normal operation. 
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3.3 Case III: Temperature Independent Snowmaking system 

with direct heat recovery and snow storage 

Case III is basically the same as case II with the only difference of adding the snow storage 

system. Therefore, the focus will be put on explaining and studying this snow management 

technique.  

Up until the writing of this thesis, snow storage for winter sport purposes had never been 

made in Spain, however, during the process of writing, the neighbor resort of Candanchú 

started piling up snow to store it for the season 2018/2019. This will allow the following 

assumptions, calculations, and, more importantly, predictions made within this thesis to be 

proved or rejected in a matter of months. 

Snow storage, or also known as snow farming has been used with non-recreational purposes 
for centuries. In Spain, every single province had some of the so called “snow wells” since 
the XVII century, which allowed to have ice during the summer(Wikipedia, 2018). In 
recent times it has been used in ski resorts, mainly nordic skiing resorts, for over a decade 
now. Some of those pioneer places are Beitostølen, Ruka, Østersund, Ramsau,Canmore 
and Davos. 
Ruka was the first one in 2001 (Lintzén, 2016), and has become since then a reference in 
the snow storage technology, improving every year and being the first resort in Europe to 
open without glacier. Davos, in switzerland has also become one of the most well known 
nordic skiing resorts thanks to its early openings, guranteed by their 10 years of experience 
storing snow (Wolfsperger, 2015). 
 
There are different storage solutions, as well  as different insulation options for them. The 
snow can be stored indoor, in ground storage, pond storage or underground. In the Figure 
17, the different ways of storing snow are shown. The underground solution doesnt require 
additional insulation, but it has not been widely implemented yet (Nordell and Skogsberg, 
2007). 
 
 

 
FIGURE 17.  DIFFERENT WAYS OF STORING SNOW,  ACCORDING TO HOW IT IS CONTAINED AND INSULATED. 
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3.3.1 Snow melting 

There are several factors contributing to the melting of the snow. We can summarize them 

in ground melt, rain melt and surface melt. The first two have been proved to be the least 

relevant, since they account for no more than 20 % of total snow losses when a significant 

amount of snow is stored with the proper insulation (Skogsberg and Lundberg, 2005). 

Rain melt is related with precipitation during the summer, which is in the form of rain. 

Ground melt is caused by heat exchange with the warmer ground, and it can be prevented 

by providing a surface with low thermal conductivity over which to store the snow. It is also 

important that the drainage is sufficient, thus, gravel is a good choice for the ground material 

(Skogsberg and Lundberg, 2005). 

Since the main factor affecting the melting rate is proved to be the surface melt, focus will 

be put on this. That is the reason why all the studies focus on the search of the best covering 

solutions. Surface melt occurs due to the heat that manages to reach the snow through the 

cover of insulating layer (Skogsberg and Lundberg, 2005). The major factors influencing 

the surface melt, and therefore, the most important ones overall, are the ones related with 

the ambient conditions: wind velocity, light intensity, air temperature, absolute air 

humidity, and also the thickness and properties of the insulating layer (Lintzén, 2016). 

 

 

FIGURE 18.  HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH A LAYER OF SAW DUST COVERING A PILE OF STORED SNOW (Lintzén, 2016)  . 

3.3.2 Cover material 

The insulation of the snow pile can be of three different types: Breathable, non-breathable 

or mixed. Breathable covering is mostly related with natural materials, while the non-

breathable covers are mainly artificial ones. In many cases a solution combining both 

methods are applied, showing promisingly good results. 

Natural materials can be: saw dust, wood chips, bark, cutter shavings, debris. On the other 

hand, artificial materials include: loose sheets, geo textile, aluminum foil, plastic sheets, or 

thermal foam (Lintzén, 2016). 
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One very important difference between the natural and the fabricated materials is related 

with the capacity of containing water. Covers made of saw dust, for example, retain water 

since the saw dust gets soaked. This, far from being a problem, has been proven to be the 

main factor making them better than artificial geotextile covers. The reason behind that 

non-intuitive result is that the water contained in the saw dust, eventually evaporates thanks 

to the incoming solar energy, and while doing so, it cools the saw dust layer as it requires a 

big amount of energy for the water to change phase. This process is called evaporative 

cooling, and it improves greatly the conservation of the snow under this kind of materials 

(Skogsberg and Lundberg, 2005). 

As a summary, cover materials need to fulfill a few requirements in order to make a good 

choice for snow storage: 

- High reflectivity and emissivity, in order to reflect incoming solar radiation. 

- Low thermal conductivity, in order to prevent heat exchange between the exterior 

and the snow surface. 

- Right amount of permeability, enough to avoid water retention inside, and not too 

little so the rain doesn’t create important melt losses. 

- Surface roughness is also important so the cover stays attached to the snow, and also 

so it doesn’t collect a lot of dirt on the outside, which could worsen the radiative 

properties. 

The thickness should be as much as possible with natural materials, but with geotextiles it 

has been proved that more than two layers doesn’t affect the performance (Olefs and 

Fischer, 2008). 

After all considerations, saw dust is the best possible alternative, showing a percentage of 

snow losses way lower than geotextiles for the same location. During an experiment 

performed in Davos in 2008, the snow losses were as high 80 % for the tarp solution, while 

they only reached 25 % with saw dust (Thomas Stephens, 2008; Wolfsperger, 2015). 

However, geotextile covering has one big advantage over saw dust, and it is the fact that is 

much easier to transport, store and handle than the big amount of saw dust needed to cover 

a reasonably sized snow pile. 

3.3.3 Cover material selection for Astún 

In the light of the information hereby shown, saw dust would be the first choice for our 

snow storage, however, it is not available in the proximities of the resort, and buying it far 

away would imply the addition of expensive transportation costs.  
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As it has been said, the neighbor resort of Candanchú, only 2 km away from Astún is 

currently storing 12.000 m3 of snow while this text is being written. There is not much 

information available about it, but the cover material has been selected to be straw. This is 

because saw dust is not available close by, but straw is, in big amounts and at very low price. 

Furthermore, it has no environmental impact in the mountain area (María José Villanueva, 

2018). 

In conclusion, the snow pile will be covered with a layer of straw bales, which due to their 

size will give a cover of over 50 cm of densely packed straw. 

3.3.4 Snow source 

The source of the stored snow may vary depending on the resources available at each 

location. For the real case of Candanchú, snow harvesting was used, taking profit from a 

season with a high overall snowfall, that has left the resort with over 4 m of snow at the 

begging of May, 2018. This allowed the harvesting process to be relatively easy, since the 

snow pile was made on top of those already heavily packed 4 meters of snow. 

In the case III we are considering, the source of snow will be, obviously, the snow produced 

by the SF200, as it has been modeled in case II. This will imply that no harvesting costs 

should be considered, further from the work needed to shape the snow pile, which can be 

neglected in the total of the project. 

3.3.5 Distribution 

Once the snow pile is uncovered, it is time to distribute all the snow through the desired 

area or slopes, which requires the work of grooming machines during many hours. 

The estimated cost for the distribution will be estimated to be 3 €/m3, taking data from a 

report on Davos snow farming and increasing it slightly to account for unpredicted 

anomalies in the process (Wolfsperger, 2015). 

 

3.3.6 Summary and discussion 

In the case III with snow storage, the snow will be stored from the last week of April till the 

beginning of November. Therefore, snow production during those months would be 

useless, since the pile cannot be uncovered constantly to add more snow. The snow 

production changes therefore to be concentrated from November till April, being the new 

production distribution shown in Table 14. 
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TABLE 14.  HEAT DEMAND AND CORRESPONDING OPERATING HOURS AND SNOW PRODUCTION FOR CASE III. 

Month 
Heat demand 

[kWh] 
Production days 

Snow produced 
[m3] 

Heat produced 
[kWh] 

Jan 1.031.461 31 6.417 907.457 

Feb 918.938 28 5.796 819.638 

Mar 731.400 31 6.417 907.457 

Apr 375.077 19 3.933 556.183 

May 187.538 0 0 0 

Jun 150.031 0 0 0 

Jul 168.785 0 0 0 

Aug 131.277 0 0 0 

Sep 243.800 0 0 0 

Oct 468.846 0 0 0 

Nov 918.938 30 6.210 878.184 

Dec 1.031.461 31 6.417 907.457 

Year 6.357.551 170 35.190 4.976.376 

 

The required amount of snow with the new storage system, doesn’t produce the required 

heat to match the buildings demand, which points to the need of combining snow storage 

with energy storage, by studying the possibility of installing an indirect heat recovery 

system. 

With the current situation, the demand for some months is not covered, while there are 

other months where the heat is wasted, not to mention the summer months when the SF200 

is turned off.  

By using Equation 12 again, the SPF for this new alternative can be obtained. 

𝑆𝑃𝐹 =
4.619.212 [kWh]

750.720 [kWh] + 929.016[kWh] + 49.872 [kWh]
= 2,67 

This is a very good value of SPF, achieved thanks to the fact that a bigger fraction of the total 

produced heat is used by the buildings. However, the energy gain is slightly lower than for 

case II, reaching 2.889.604 kWh per year, which comes with monetary savings of 318.145 

€ according to electricity prices from Appendix VII: Electricity price. 
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However, as it can be seen in Table 15, the savings are a bit lower than in the case II, but 

still more than acceptable, with 232.850 € per year of operation. 

TABLE 15.  SUMMARY TABLE WITH COSTS FOR CASE III. 

Case III Snowmaking  Snow storage Distribution TOTAL 

Investment 1.957.464 € 14.473 € - 1.971.937 € 

Operating -318.145 € 13.280 € 72.015 € -232.850 € 

EVR -120,1 kWh/m3 3 kWh/m3 10 kWh/m3 -107,1 kWh/m3 

CVR -13,2 €/m3 0.6 €/m3 3 €/m3 -9,6 €/m3 

 

Price for the covering material has been estimated from local prices of straw (Agro 

Anuncios, 2017). Distribution costs are estimated from a report on snow farming from 

Davos (Wolfsperger, 2015). Operating costs are estimated considering the people and 

machines needed for the covering and decovering process, from Appendix X: Cost of 

covering and decovering. 

With the current results, the payback time for this project would be 8,5 years, which is still 

acceptable considering the lifespan of the systems involved. However, the demand and the 

heat production are still not a perfect match, and, therefore, the indirect heat recovery 

solution will be considered in the next case. 
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3.4 Other alternatives: Temperature Independent 

Snowmaking system with indirect heat recovery 

In this situation, heat will be recovered and stored, so it can be used when the demand is 

higher and the heat production low. The way to achieve this is by using thermal storage. 

This alternative will not be analyzed in detail in this document, due to the particular 

characteristics of the studied situation, but it should always be studied in cases where the 

heat demand and the heat production are farther from matching. 

Nevertheless, a small description of the system itself is provided, so the alternative can be 

understood. 

3.4.1 Borehole thermal energy storage 

This technology is based on the temperature profile inside the ground. The temperature 

varies with the air temperature (seasonal changes) down to a depth of around 15 m. 

Downwards from that point that is called the limit of annual variation, the temperature is 

considered to not change with the changes in the air temperature above. Further down, the 

temperature not only remains constant through the year, but it also increases with a rate of 

around 2.6 ºC/100 m (Busby et al., 2009). 

This situation is used by GSHP to disipate heat or cold into the ground, since the 

temperature remains more or less constant at around 10 ºC, it is possible to use the earth as 

a radiator when we have either lower or higher temperatures than those 10 ºC for our 

working fluid.  

BTES systems also use this principle, but in a different, more efficient way. Instead of just 

disipating the heat, the ground is used to store it, taking advantage of the fairly constant 

temperatures.  This way, we can store all the heat produced when there is now heating 

demand by injecting it into the ground, and use it when there is actually heating demand. 

Conventional GSHP systems manage to achieve COP values of around 3.5, while BTES 

systems can work with COPs between 4-8 (Underground Energy, 2018).  

The profile of the temperatures for different months as a function of the depth can be seen 

in Figure 19, where it is easy to see that after 15 m of depth, all months curves converge, 

meaning that the temperature remains constant througout the year. 
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FIGURE 19.  REPRESENTATION OF THE GROUND TEMPERATURE AT DIFFERENT DEPTHS FOR DIFFERENT MONTHS (SELF 

PRODUCED). 

 

BTES systems consist of a certain number of vertical holes in which U-shaped pipes are 

introduced. Those boreholes are distributed forming a circle seen from above, in such a way 

that the total volume of ground and rock that acts as the storage volume is a cylinder with 

the height being the depth of the boreholes and the radius being the radius of the circle 

covered with holes. 

The amount of heat that can be stored is directly related with that volume, as well as the 

characteristics of the bedrock, such as conductivity, density, etc. The lower the storing 

temperature, the lower the heat losses throughout the time, but with the only 

inconvenience of needing a heat pump before being able to use that heat once recovered 

from the ground. 

The number of holes, their spacing and their depth must be determined for each location to 

ensure the best efficiency for the system. They can have from only 2 to hundreds of holes, 

separated from each other only a couple of meters or up to 30 m, and they can reach depths 

of more than 300 m. The minimum depth is always the annual variation limit, to avoid the 

discharging of the system with seasonal temperature fluctuations (Lanahan and Tabares-

Velasco, 2017). 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Summary 

Here, the three studied cases are summarized in order to compare their performances with 

the current simulations. In order to simplify the study, value of money over time will not 

be introduced as a variable in the system. 

 

TABLE 16.  COMPARISON BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT CASES REGARDING THEIR OVERALL PERFORMANCE. 

 Case I Case II Case III 

Investment 1.183.820 € 1.957.464 € 1.971.937 € 

Operating -208.078 € -249.872 € -232.850 € 

EVR 52,4 

kWh/m3 

-111,8 kWh/m3 -107,1 

kWh/m3 

CVR 8,5 €/m3 -10,4 €/m3 -9,6 €/m3 

SPF - 2,25 2, 67 

Payback time - 7,8 years 8,5 years 

 

The first thing to notice is that case I has obviously positive CVR, since there are no gains 

from the operation of the SF200 without heat recovery, apart from the snow production. 

The same goes for the EVR, since all the energy consumed by the SF200 is used only to 

produce snow and nothing is recovered. However, case II and III, both have negative values 

of EVR and CVR, which has the very important implication of them carrying savings and 

benefits. 

With the presented data in Table 16, both cases with economic savings show payback times 

within reasonable values, both of them under 9 years, and case II even less than 8 years. 

In the specific situation of Astún, with the estimated heat demand, there is not much 

difference between using proper snow storage solutions or not. It is important to point out 

that this is only because of the particular value of heat demand. Here, adding snow storage 

even reduces the yearly energy and money savings, but that is only because of how the heat 

demand and the heat production match together with the desired amount of snow 

production. 
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4.2 Sensitivity analysis 

It would be completely different with other values, for example, if the heat demand was 

much less, then the SF200 would have to run to produce snow throwing the heat to the 

ambient, and that would drastically reduce the SPF and the energy savings made with the 

system. 

On the other hand, the positive effects from using snow storing systems is more easily 

observed when the required production rate to meet the heat demand is lower, and, 

therefore, it requires for an efficient storage method, in order to avoid needing to over 

produce, wasting again the residual heat from the SF200. 

 

 

FIGURE 20.  GRAPH SHOWING THE EVOLUTION OF THE REMAINING SNOW VOLUME AT NOVEMBER 1ST AND THE TOTAL 

HEAT DEMAND. 

 

In the Figure 20, a graph showing the remaining snow volume by November 1st as a function 

of the heat demand from the buildings is depicted. It can be seen, that if the SF200 is to be 

working only to cover exactly the heating demand, it has to be of at least 8.710.600 kWh if 

there is no snow storage system. Any heat demand below that will require the SF200 to be 

working for a certain number of extra hours to produce the necessary snow to reach the 

required 24.000 m3.  

The heat generated during that snow production will be thrown to the ambient, since the 

only hours still available for it to work are during the months for which the demand is 

already covered. The consequence of that is that the amount of energy that is usefully 

recovered in relation to the used electricity to power the system, is lower, and, thus, the 

SPF gets drastically reduced when the heat demand is low. 
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FIGURE 21.  GRAPH SHOWING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE HEAT DEMAND AND THE SPF. 

 

In Figure 21, another graph shows how the SPF varies with the heat demand, as it has been 

said, the lower the heat demand, the higher the amount of extra heat that will be lost 

producing snow, so the lower the SPF will be. Values of between 1,5 and 2 could be 

considered as the lowest acceptable values, which corresponds to a heat demand of around 

3.500.000 kWh per year. 

Directly related with the SPF is the payback time, since it is calculated from the energy gain 

of the system which is the useful heat, and the total energy used to power the system. The 

first of them will remain the same, but the second will be higher if extra operating hours 

are needed to meet the snow demand. Considering that, the system will not have acceptable 

payback times for heat demands under 3.500.000 kWh per year, since they get very close 

to 15 years, which is already the lifespan of some parts of the system.  
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4.3 Conclusion 

From all the scenarios analyzed and the results obtained from the different calculations, it 

can be concluded that there is not a unique answer to the question of what the best 

alternative for a ski resort is. This is because it will depend on the heat demand that the 

surrounding buildings have, and also on the amount of snow that the resort decides that is 

needed at the beginning of the season. However, with the current numbers, the case II is 

the one with the best results, even if it might seem a waste to not cover the snow during the 

summer. This is only because of the considerably good match between the desired amount 

of snow and the heat demand, but it cannot be stated that, in general, is not convenient to 

use adequate snow storage solutions. 

In conclusion, after performing the studies shown in this document, the installation of a 

combined system of temperature independent snow production with heat recovery for the 

ski resort of Astún would be a great investment, that would a payback period between 7,8 

and 8,5 years, depending on the selected configuration. This would imply yearly savings of 

249.872 € and 232.850 € respectively and it would ensure the availability of at least 24.000 

m3, guaranteeing an early opening of the resort. This gives extra earnings due to its normal 

operation, as well as a lot of visibility, since first resorts to open always get the attention 

and the attendance of a lot of people. The main possible problem or reason not to proceed 

with such a project would be the relatively high investment cost, which reaches 1.957.464 

€ and 1.971.937 € for the both possible solutions. 
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4.4 Further considerations 

With lower heat demand, or a smaller amount of snow needed at the beginning of the 

season, snow storage systems might become necessary, as well as indirect heat recovery, 

which might be needed in cases where the heat production and the demand don’t match 

properly, meaning that there is overproduction of heat during some periods and not covered 

demand during others. 

4.4.1 Compatibility between operation of SF200 and snow storage 

This has been found to be one big disadvantage for cases with high heat demand, since it 

calls for the SF200 to run for a great part of the year, it creates conflict with covering the 

snow pile during the summer months, since during that time the snow produced could not 

be properly stored. 

In order to solve that problem, it could be considered to develop some kind of storing 

emplacement, probably some kind of underground building that allows the new snow to be 

introduced continuously, which is not possible if the system is a snow pile covered with 

sawdust. 

4.4.2 Snow logistics 

The logistics of managing the snow storage should be assessed, since they are still in an early 

stage and there is room for improvement.  

The source of the snow can be snow harvesting, which can be studied in order to find the 

cheapest and most energy efficient way to collect the necessary snow to be stored. This can 

include analyzing different vehicles and machines to transport the snow, but also the 

possibility of using places where there is already a big amount of snow, which can be 

naturally occurring or thanks to artificial snow systems placed there during the season.  

The distribution of the snow, once the storing period is over, is also a very important aspect 

to be studied, since there are huge differences in its cost for different locations, which 

implies that some improvement can be done in some of them. 

4.4.3 TIS system with heat recovery 

Regarding the huge amount of energy used, in the form of electricity, and wasted, in the 

form of heat, that a TIS system implies, it is certainly surprising that there haven’t been any 

attempts by the manufacturers to integrate the heat recovery already in their systems. This 

would make the systems highly appealing to the customers, since they would offer not only 

the snow production but also energy and money savings. Not to speak about them being 

extremely more environmentally friendly. 
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6 Appendices 

6.1 Appendix I: Detailed study of Tw influence. 

In Figure 22, the snowmaking viability is displayed as a function of the wet-bulb 

temperature, where it can be seen that the limit for snow production with TDS 

systems is at a wet-bulb temperature of -2 ºC. Therefore, the bottom, right corner of 

the diagram, colored in red, shows the ambient conditions of temperature and 

humidity that are not suitable for snowmaking. However, above that critical value, 

the quality of the snow also varies, and it will not be until reaching wet-bulb 

temperatures of -7 ºC that the snow quality will be considered good. 

 

FIGURE 22.  SNOWMAKING WET-BULB TEMPERATURE CHART.  THE CHART SHOWS THE CORRELATION BETWEEN 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE,  RELATIVE HUMIDITY AND WET-BULB TEMPERATURE,  AS WELL AS THE SNOWMAKING 

CONDITIONS FOR EACH VALUE OF THE LATTER (OLEFS,  FISCHER AND LANG,  2010). 

 

Even if all the aforementioned requisites are fulfilled, and the effect of both the 

convection and the evaporation cooling on the water droplets reduces their 

temperature below 0 º C, the freezing of the water particles creating snow crystals or 

snowflakes is not guaranteed. The nucleation of homogeneous crystals can take place 

at temperatures as low as -40 º C, meaning that the water can be supercooled down 

to that point before actually freezing, but only if it is completely pure water. 

Otherwise, small particles dissolved or suspended in the water can act as nucleation 

starters, leading to an earlier formation of the snow crystals. 
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Although that can be achieved naturally by using water from sources like lakes or 

dams, which many substances such as minerals, plant matter, microorganisms or 

other organic chemicals, those can only act as nucleators at temperatures up to -8 ºC 

or -10 ºC. Hence, the formation of snowflakes is normally ensured by adding a protein 

of natural origin, called Snomax.  Snomax has the ability to enhance and activate the 

nucleation process at higher temperatures, being able to reach -3 ºC, and allowing 

snow production in a much wider range of temperatures, including temperatures very 

close to the operation limits.(Snow Machines Inc., 2016). 

The use of Snomax is completely extended worldwide due to great improvement in 

the snow production rate, which can be of up to 40 % higher. However, it is still 

not clear how much does it affect the ecosystems and the human health; therefore, 

some regions ban it while others use it without any restriction. (Rixen, Stoeckli and 

Ammann, 2003). It will probably be used widely until further research shows with 

certainty that it has negative environmental effects. 
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6.2 Appendix II: Other TDS systems 

6.2.1 Internal mixing systems 

These systems are equipped with a chamber where the air and water are mixed, just 

before being forced outside through the nozzles or jets, resulting in a mixture of 

pressurized air and tiny droplets that will experience the previously explained process 

and become snow crystals. (Aspen Skiing Company, 2015).  

The amount of air needed is considerably high to make up for the fact that this kind 

of systems are typically mounted at low heights, close to the ground. Hence the need 

for a strong air jet that ensures that the water particles have enough hang time (which 

is the time during which the water is airborne, and, therefore, being cooled until 

freezing point). 

Compressed air installations are expensive, and the operating cost is also considerably 

high. Moreover, air compressed supplied systems have very high noise levels, 

therefore, in order to reduce costs and improve the snow production, the newest 

systems are being mounted on towers, so they have inevitably more air time with a 

reduced air supply need (HKD Snowmakers, 2016). 

Nevertheless, they are already being phased out, since there are other alternatives 

significantly better in every aspect. 

 

6.2.2 External mixing systems 

In this case, the compressed air flow and the water flow remain separated until they 

exit their corresponding nozzles. Once outside, the air jets carry the water droplets 

with a double function; providing them with the sufficient air time and cooling them 

while expanding after leaving the nozzles.  

They are normally towers, which, as it has been commented before, allows for a 

reduced usage of air, reducing power demand and relying on a high water pressure to 

ensure the correct operation of the system. 

The main disadvantage of this type of snowmakers is their higher vulnerability to wind 

forces, since they lack a strong outlet jet. The other disadvantages that we can find for 

them are that they need normally lower temperatures and that the adjusting of the 

snow consistency is not as good as for the previous ones 

However, new and improved versions of this basic design have been developed, and 

some of them are one of the most widely used currently all over the world. 

The first modification we can include in this category is the elimination of the 

compressed air at all, resulting in the so called watersticks. 
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6.2.3 Watersticks 

They operate only on a high-pressure water flow basis, meaning they need much less 

energy and they are extremely quiet compared to the others, but also that the snow 

production is significantly lower, and the marginal temperatures for snow production 

are colder as well, since the cooling from the expanding air flow is no longer present. 

In order to still have acceptable production parameters, chilled water with additives 

is generally used, pressurized at higher pressures than for the other systems.  

The other modification is actually one of the two main designs nowadays, used in 

almost every resort with snowmaking capacity in the world, they are the so-called 

snow lances. 
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6.3 Appendix III: Snow production potential 

It has been proved through several studies in many different locations and snowmaking 

systems, that the snow production potential is conditioned by the wet-bulb 

temperature. From measurements in various different snowmakers, a model to 

estimate the snow production as a function of Tw has been developed with Equation 

13 and Equation 14 (Olefs, Fischer and Lang, 2010). 

EQUATION 13.  EMPIRICALLY OBTAINED EQUATION FOR THE SNOW PRODUCTION POTENTIAL OF A FAN GUN. 

PPF =  −4,83 · 𝑇𝑤  +  3,94 

 

EQUATION 14.  EMPIRICALLY OBTAINED EQUATION FOR THE SNOW PRODUCTION POTENTIAL OF A LANCE. 

PPL =  −3,94 · 𝑇𝑤 − 4,24 

The model is valid for inlet water at a temperature of 2 ºC and a pressure of 25 bar, 

while the equations are valid for a range of Tw from -13 ºC to -2 ºC. Both production 

potentials are given in m3/h. 

It is assumed that equation 1 and equation 2 both have a maximum value of PP, limited 

only by the water flow, at a Tw of -14 ºC, with values of 72 m3/h and 51 m3/h for 

fans and lances respectively. 

In Figure 23, the model is depicted so the correlation between the wet-bulb 

temperature and the production potential can be seen, for both lances and fan guns. 

 

FIGURE 23.  GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MODEL FOR THE SNOW PRODUCTION POTENTIAL OF LANCES 

AND FAN GUNS AS A FUNCTIONF OF TW. 

 

6.3.1 Energy volume ratio 

The EVR is a measure of how much energy is needed to produce a cubic meter of 

snow with a certain system. 
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The power supply for both guns and lances follows Equation 15 and Equation 16 

respectively. 

EQUATION 15.  POWER DEMAND OF A FAN GUN 

𝑃𝐹  =  𝑃Compressor  +  P 𝐹𝑎𝑛 +  PHeating +  PWater pump 

EQUATION 16.  POWER DEMAND OF A SNOW LANCE. 

𝑃𝐿  =  𝑃Compressor +  PHeating +  PWater pump 

All power components but the power for the water pump are assumed constant and 

obtained from the data provided for several TDS manufacturers. 

Average values of them are shown in the Table 17. 

TABLE 17.  TABLE SHOWING THE POWER NEEDS FOR LANCES AND FAN GUNS. 

 Fan gun Lance 

PCompressor 3 kW 4 kW 

PHeating 2 kW 1 kW 

PFan 18 kW - 

 

The power supply to the water pump follows Equation 17. 

EQUATION 17.  EQUATION FOR THE POWER OF A WATER PUMP AS A FUNCTION OF THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE 

AND THE PRESSURE DROP. 

PWater pump =
�̇� · ∆𝑃

𝜂
 

Where the volumetric flow rate varies with the production rate, and thus it has been 

estimated from the values obtained with Equation 15 and Equation 16, and 

considering a ratio of 2.5 from water volume to produced snow volume. The 

efficiency takes into consideration all kind of losses, including the increase of 

temperature due to the pumping process, and it has a value of 65 % (Ofner, 2006). 

Considering values for different machines, as well as average values of the snow 

production rate calculated with the previously developed equations, values for the 

EVR for both fan guns and lances have been estimated. The average EVR for fan guns 

and lances is estimated to be of 1.2 kWh/m3 and 1.0 kWh/m3 respectively. 
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6.4 Appendix IV: Detailed characteristics of lances and 

fun guns 

Lances and fan guns are, as it has been said, the two main systems nowadays, but they 

have very different characteristics and we are going to provide a more detailed 

explanation of how each of them achieves the creation of snowflakes with the best 

possible characteristics. 

While lances are high and with a small head with nozzles, fan guns have their nozzles 

in a ring surrounding a cylindrically shaped body. Lances heads have a small number 

of nozzles, that can range from as little as 2 and up to 20. Most of them are water 

nozzles, normal nozzles through which the compressed water exits the system, while 

some of them are nucleation nozzles. Nucleation nozzles, as their name states, are in 

charge of creating the nucleating particle that will act as the seed for the snowflakes 

to form around it. They manage this by spraying considerably smaller particles of 

water that freeze almost instantaneously, working as ice nucleation particles for the 

water coming out of the water nozzles. 

The nucleation nozzles must be placed below the water nozzles, since the water 

droplets, heavier than the nucleating particles, will fall faster catching the second ones 

and forming the snowflakes.  

 

FIGURE 24.DIFFERENT NOZZLE CONFIGURATION FOR A SNOW LANCE.  SHOWING MODELS WITH 2,  3  AND 4  

NUCLEATION NOZZLES.(HKD Snowmakers Snowmaking Towers and Snow Guns , 2018) 

 

Fan guns on the other hand, have their nozzles distributed within a ring in the exit 

side of the cylinder they have as main body, being the fan on the opposite side. They 

can have significantly more nozzles than a snow lance, up to 300 water nozzles and 45 

nucleation nozzles, although, these values are highly variable depending on the 

manufacturer, and even between models of the same company, in an effort to produce 

machines that are as well adapted to each particular situation as possible. However, 

nowadays many of them have lower number of nozzles, having some of them more 

than one jet, as it can be seen in the Figure 25, where a nozzle with four jets is shown. 

Configurations with 30 to 54 water jets with 6 nucleation jets are very common in 

the latest models. 
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FIGURE 25.  EXAMPLE OF A QUDRIJET NOZZLE FROM THE COMPANY TECHNOALPIN (Technoalpin, 2018). 

 

Finally, a comparison with technical data for two different models of lances and two 

different models of fan guns is given in Table 18.There it can be seen that the biggest 

and most important differences are the production rate and the investment cost, both 

significantly higher for fan guns. 

 

 

TABLE 18.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOME MODELS OF LANCES AND FAN GUNS.  *POWER SUPPLY INCLUDES FAN AND 

COMPRESSOR (HKD Snowmakers, 2018)(SUFAG, 2015)(SMI Snow Makers, 2016)(HKD Snowmakers, 2016)(SMI 
Snow Makers, 2016)(Toppteknik, 2014). 

 

Model 
 Halo, HKD 

 
Power, 
Sufag 

Super 
Wizzard, 

SMI 

SV14, 
HKD 

Viking 
V2, SMI 

TG 11 M, 
Toppteknik  

Type Fan gun Fan gun Fan gun Lance  Lance  Lance  

Power 
supply 

24.72 kW 26.9 kW 25.5 kW - - - 

Water 
pressure 

8-62 bar 8-40 bar 7-34 bar >13.6 bar 17-60 bar 15-50 bar 

Water flow 
(l/min) 

56-560  Up to 640  45-560  53-303  32-320  50-450  

Production 
rate 

(m3/day) 
2016  2304  2016  1090  1152  1608  

Air flow 
(m3/h) 

- - - 13-30  >34  87  

Throw 75 m 45 m - 9-38 m - - 

Start-up Tw -1 ºC - - -2.2 ºC - -2 ºC 

Water 
nozzles 

Multi-nozzle 310 375 10 12 6 

Nucleation 
nozzles 

4 45 20 4 2 2 

Weight 800 kg 680 - 54.4 kg - 55 kg 

Oscillation  350 º 360 º 350 º - - - 
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6.5 Appendix V: Artificial snow quality 

The term snow quality has been referred to while talking about the different snow 

making systems, and now it will be further explained and commented. 

Firstly, it is important to comment on the differences between the natural snow and 

the artificial snow. Both are crystal forms of water, that are created around nucleation 

particles, in the case of natural snow those particles are natural airborne particles like 

dust floating in the atmosphere. The formation of snowflakes is, against common 

belief, not related with the ambient temperature on the ground (Arvetis and Palmer, 

1986). This is because snowflakes are formed at a much higher altitude in the 

atmosphere, and there is where the temperature has to be below the freezing point 

for the water crystal to start forming. The temperature of the air through their falling 

time will influence the characteristics of the snow, resulting in rather wet or dry 

snow. 

Wet snow is the kind of snow that sticks together, it contains a higher water content 

and thus, its density is considerably higher. This kind of snow is formed when the 

temperature of the air during the falling of the snowflakes gets slightly above 0º C, 

then the snowflakes melt on the outside and other snowflakes stick to them, forming 

bigger and heavier flakes (National Snow and Ice Data Center, 2018). 

Dry snow, on the other side, is exactly the opposite, snowflakes that have been falling 

through very dry air, and that will contain much less water, being considerably 

lighter. This snow doesn’t stick together, which makes it impossible for example to 

make a snowball, and also makes this snow the most appreciated kind for winter 

sports, due to the fluffiness and lightness of the snow cover after the snowfall (Met 

office of Uk, 2018). 

The temperature of the air on the ground will determine whether the snowflakes 

reach the ground and start covering it, or if they will melt before reaching the ground. 

Technically, the temperature of the air should be also below the freezing point so they 

don’t melt, but in practice, with certain temperature and humidity conditions, as well 

as snowflakes size, they can manage to reach the ground with higher temperatures, 

sometimes even up to 2 or 3 ºC. This is because if they are big enough, even if they 

melt partially on the outside, that creates an evaporative cooling effect that prevents 

them from continue melting. 

The temperature at which the snow crystals are formed will determine the shape of 

the snowflake. While the most common shapes of snowflakes are hexagonal patterns, 

those are not the only ones, and other shapes as columns, needles, plates, stellar and 

dendrites or even irregular snowflakes can be found (Bentley and Humphries, 1962), 

each of them related with a certain temperature and humidity range. 
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The fact that the natural snowflakes have a very long air time falling allows them to 

be formed slowly, creating crystals that start freezing from the outside and following 

the aforementioned patterns and structures. Thanks to that, natural snow has  

As opposed to natural snow, artificial snowflakes only have a very limited amount of 

time to form, and as we know, they are forced to form around nucleation particles 

that are bigger than the natural snowflakes, resulting in round shape snowflakes that 

produce a much denser snow. 

Snow quality is easily related with snow density, but the relationship between them 

can vary depending on the situation considered. While the fresh powder snow highly 

pursued by skiers’ quality is better the lower its density, for covering the slopes a 

denser snow will last longer and ensure compact conditions and durable snow 

characteristics.  

Recently fallen snow after a very dry snowfall can be as extremely light as 50 kg/m3, 

which compared to the 1000 kg/m3 of the water means that over 95 % of that cubit 

meter of snow will be air trapped in between the structures formed by the snowflakes. 

A normal value for natural snow density can be estimated to be around 100 kg/m3, 

meaning that every millimeter of water precipitation can be assumed to give 1 cm of 

snow. We can have values of density above that, when the snow is wetter and 

containing more water. 

Artificial snow, or better called, machine-made (MM) snow, since the snow itself is 

not artificial, only the inducement mechanism is, is considerably denser than the 

natural one. Its density normally ranges from 400 to 500 kg/m3, which is more or 

less the density of old snow, that has already been packed due to the weight and 

pressure of skiers and machines (SMI Snow Makers, 2015).  

The main consequence of this is that with MM snow, we are already at a later stage of 

the snow’s lifespan, once it has been packed. This doesn’t mean that the snow is not 

a good skiing surface, but that the time during which the snow is light and powdery is 

not present with MM snow. Apart from that, both are equally good as skiing surfaces 

once they are groomed on the slopes. 

Another consequence of the round shape of MM snow is that the drastic 

transformation experienced by freshly fallen snow doesn’t take place in the same way, 

as the snowflakes are already very resilient and they don’t easily break. This can be 

seen in the Figure 26 and is the reason why some experts consider the MM snow to 

be actually better for groomed slopes. 
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FIGURE 26.  DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NATURAL AND MM  SNOWFLAKES AND THEIR BEHAVIOURS (Aquarius Systems, 
2016). 
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6.6 Appendix VI: Ice slurry generation technologies. 

6.6.1 Vacuum ice machine 

The concept laying behind this technology is based on the triple point of water. The 
system works by bringing water close to its triple point conditions, where it can 
coexist as gas, liquid and solid at the same time. The conditions of the triple point are 
defined by a pressure of 611 Pa and a temperature of 0.01 ºC, meaning that the 
machine has to achieve almost vacuum (611 Pa is more than 160 times smaller than 
the atmospheric pressure). 
The way in which the ice slurry is created is thanks to the evaporative cooling 
experience when some of the water evaporates when the triple point is reached. The 
energy used to evaporate that amount of water will reduce the temperature of the 
remaining water, eventually freezing it and creating the ice slurry (Van Orshoven, 
Klein and Beckman, 1993). A good ice slurry production rate is ensured thanks to the 
great difference between the latent heat of fusion and vaporization of water. Since the 
first one is 334 kJ/kg and the second one is 2500 kJ/kg, there will be almost 7,5 
times more ice produced than water evaporated (Asaoka et al., 2009). 
 
The slurry formed in the evaporator needs to be continuously agitated to ensure that 
the freezing capacity and the crystal quality are good, which will be done with a 
circulating pump as it can be seen in Figure 27. After leaving the evaporator, the ice 
slurry will be collected in a tank where the water can be separated, obtaining a dryer 
ice product on the other side (Pachter and Barak, 1967). 
 

 
FIGURE 27.  SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A VACUUM ICE MACHINE (SELF PRODUCED). 
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6.6.2 Direct heat exchange 

In this case, the driving force for the ice particles to form is again an evaporative 
cooling but performed in a very different way. Now it is not part of the water 
evaporating, but an additional refrigerant sprayed through nozzles inside the water. 
Since the refrigerant has an evaporation point lower than water, it will evaporate 
cooling down the water until it will eventually freeze, forming the ice slurry 
(Wijeysundera et al., 2004).  
 
Once the refrigerant has been evaporated it is collected again and expanded so it can 
be used again sprayed into the water column. The design of the direct heat exchange 
ice slurry generator is highly sensitive to some operational parameters related with 
keeping both the ice slurry and the refrigerant clean of pollution. The refrigerant 
droplets should not be trapped in the slurry, as they would pollute it, so they have to 
be easily separated, but also the water should not enter the cooling pipes, in order to 
prevent the nozzles to be clogged due to water freezing (Wijeysundera et al., 2004).  
 

The location of the nozzle that injects the refrigerant is of great importance for the 
quality of the ice. Depending on where it is located, different problems can appear, 
either risk of water freezing around the nozzles or the refrigerant jet breaking the 
slurry structure. To avoid both possible complications, the nozzle should be located 
in the bottom part of the tank, where the refrigerant and the slurry move in opposite 
directions (Egolf and Kauffeld, 2005). 

 
FIGURE 28.  POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE NOZZLE IN A DIRECT HEAT EXCHANGE SLURRY GENERATOR.  

SUITABLE LOCATION IS POSITION (III)  (W IJEYSUNDERA ET AL.,  2004).  . 
 

6.6.3 Scraped surface ice slurry generator 

It has been the most developed and widely used for the las two decades, and it’s based 
on mechanically scraping the ice that forms on the inner surface a cylinder. This 
cylinder is the inner tube of a shell-and-tube heat exchanger, so the refrigerant flows 
in between those two elements.  
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One possible configuration can be seen in the Figure 29, the ice (in light blue) forms 
on the inner surface of the inner cylinder and it’s constantly scraped by plastic or 
metallic blades that rotate around a vertical axis in the center of the tube. After that 
the ice falls into an accumulator that is needed due to the high ice production rate of 
this kind of systems (Ma, Zhang and Z. Wang, 2011).  

There are other alternative configurations, for example with the same tube shape but 
the scrapers being a screw that goes inside the inner cylinder (Mouneer et al., 2010). 
No matter what kind of scraping system is used, these machines are expensive and 
with high maintenance costs (Bédécarrats, David and Castaing-Lasvignottes, 2010), 
since the removal of ice has to be continued, or the ice layer gets too thick. In case 
that happens, there is an additional thermal resistance that will diminish the heat 
transfer rate. 
 
Finally, the mixing of the ice slurry is necessary again to obtain an homogeneous ice 
slurry, and that will be done by using rotating scraper blades. Their mixing will result 
in an increase of the heat transfer rates thanks to the turbulence induced (Stamatiou, 
Meewisse and Kawaji, 2005).  

 
 

 
FIGURE 29.  SCHEMATIC OF AN SCRAPED SURFACE ICE SLURRY GENERATOR. 

. 

6.6.4 Supercooling 

This system works cooling water, in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger (Mouneer et al., 
2010), below the freezing point without allowing crystallization and then once the 
cooled water leaves the evaporator it gets disturbed inducing the initiation of 
crystallization.  
Controlling when the crystallization starts, it is possible to adjust the concentration of 
the produced ice. 
The temperature difference between the freezing and the crystallization temperatures 
is called degree of supercooling and it is mostly related with the sample size, as it can 
be of up to 14 K for big samples of water but up to 36 K for microscopic samples of 
water. 
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It has been observed that crystallization can’t be avoided inside the evaporator if the 
degree of supercooling applied is more than 2 K. 
If the freezing starts too early, ice blockage of the system may occur. Therefore, it is 
necessary to control the evaporation temperature but also defrosting system might be 
included to ensure that the ice does not form inside the evaporator. In practice, not 
only the temperature but the geometry must be taken into consideration, hence, the 
need for a smooth geometry that does not initiate crystallization (Stamatiou, 
Meewisse and Kawaji, 2005). 
 
Supercooling systems produce ice slurry with a low ice content, so they require for 
an ice concentrator to increase the ice fraction. They do this by pumping and 
removing part of the liquid, which can also be done by centrifugal separation 
techniques (Li, Zhang and Quan, 2012).  
 

6.6.5 Dehumidification 

In this last kind of generators, the supercooling phenomenon is used again, but now 
the cooling process that the water undertakes is different. The concept in which this 
system is founded is the phase equilibrium of the water. Water always tends to be in 
equilibrium between phases, which means that for every liquid temperature there is 
a corresponding equilibrium vapor pressure.  
As long as the vapor pressure is less than the equilibrium one, water will evaporate to 
achieve that balance. The environment with low vapor pressure can be achieved as in 
the first method with a vacuum chamber, but it can also be achieved by decreasing the 
amount of water present in the air, meaning, reducing the RH of the air (Li, Zhang 
and Quan, 2012).  
  
Cold water (just above 0 ºC) is sprayed in a low RH environment, chamber with low 
vapor pressure, where it evaporates, reducing the temperature of the remaining 
water, which will result supercooled. After this the process is same as for 
supercooling, the supercooled water is physically disturbed and part of it crystallizes 
forming the ice slurry (Li et al., 2009). 
 
In order to repeat the process, the air that just gained RH needs to be dehumidified, 
and cooled by the refrigeration cycle, leaving it ready for the next cycle in the 
evaporating chamber. Also, the waste heat from the condenser is used during the 
dehumidifying process, so electric power for the overall system can be saved. The 
whole process can be easily followed by looking at the Figure 30. 
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FIGURE 30.  SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A DEHUMIDIFIFCATION ICE SLURRY GENERATOR (LI  ET AL.,  2009). 
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6.7 Appendix VII: Electricity price 

Here an example of an electricity cost for a contracted power of 300 kW with a yearly 

energy usage of over 1.000.000 kWh is shown. The taxes applied are in the first place 

the tax on electricity, as established by law 38/1992, and secondly the VAT which is 

21 % in Spain (Ministerio de Fomento, Especiales and Estado, 1992). 

The values for the electricity cost are obtained with an electricity supplier finder, that 

compares different companies to provide the best choice regarding the power and 

consumption of the client (S.L., 2018). 

In Table 19, the price of each contracted kW per month is shown, with and without 

taxes. The price rate considers the possibility of contracting different amounts of 

power for each of the three different parts of the day, maximum, medium and 

minimum demand. 

TABLE 19.  PRICES FOR THE CONTRACTED POWER,  WITH AND WITHOUT TAXES. 

Contracted power 

 Without taxes With taxes 

 €/kW ·month 

Peak 3.532 4.492 

Mid 2.156 2.742 

Valley 1.467 1.866 

 

In Table 20, the cost of each kWh of electricity used is shown, again with and 

without taxes, for the three different periods of the day.  

TABLE 20.  COST OF THE KWH OF ELECTRICITY,  WITH AND WITHOUT TAXES,  BOTH SEPARETED IN MOMENT OF 

THE DAY AND IN AVERAGE. 

Energy usage 

 Without taxes With taxes 

 €/kWh 

Peak 0.1068 0.1358 

Mid 0.0891 0.1133 

Valley 0.0638 0.0811 

Average 0.0866 0.1101 

 

In Table 21, the different taxes to be applied to the electricity costs are shown. 

TABLE 21.  VALUES OF THE TAXES TO BE APPLIED ON THE ELECTRICITY COSTS. 

Tax on electricity 5.113% 

Taxes 21% 
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6.8 Appendix VIII: Heating demands 

6.8.1 Hotel demand 

The hotel heat demand has been calculated separating the demand for domestic hot 

water (DWH) on one hand, and the heating demand of the building on the other hand. 

Finally, the results have been corroborated with data from reports on energy 

consumption of hotels. 

The DHW demand has been estimated with average values of water consumption per 

hotel bed, considering the 120 beds the hotel has, an estimated value of 70 l/bed·day, 

and a temperature rise from the 8 ºC of supply water up the mountain to 70 ºC for 

being used (Ministerio de vivienda, 2006). 

𝐷𝐻𝑊 = 4,19 [
𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔
] · 3.066.000 [𝑘𝑔] · (70 − 8)[𝐾] ·

1 [𝑘𝑊ℎ]

3600 [𝑘𝐽]

= 221.246 [𝑘𝑊ℎ]  

In order to double check this result, it has been compared with values from a report 
on 111 Scandic hotels in Europe, showing that the water consumption goes up to an 
average value of 64,6 m3 per room and year, which equals 190.946 [kWh], which 
shows a 13 % difference, more than acceptable for this kind of estimations 
(Bohdanowicz and Martinac, 2007). 
 
On the other hand, the heating demand has been calculated first using the regulations 
for buildings established in the Spanish Technical Building Code (TBC/CTE). It sets 
the maximum acceptable values for the heat transfer coefficient of the different parts 
of the building enclosure, considering also the geographical area in which the building 
is located. 
 

TABLE 22.  MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE VALUES OF THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR A BUILDING LOCATED AT 

ASTUN 'S CLIMATE REGION (Ministerio de vivienda, 2006). 

Enclosure U [W/m2·°C] 

Wall 0.570 

Floor 0.48 

Ceiling 0.35 

Windows 3 

TOTAL 0.952 

 

In Table 22, the values for all the different surfaces of the building enclosure are 

shown, which will allow to calculate the heat transfer and, thus, the heating demand, 

knowing the size and shape of the building and the average temperatures outside. 
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In Table 23 and Table 24 the areas for the enclosure surfaces of the building, as well 

as the temperature values and heat transfer coefficient, are used to obtain the value of 

heat transfer through the building enclosure, which has a value of 57,2 kW. 

 

TABLE 23.  AREAS OF THE DIFFERENT SURFACES OF THE BUILDING ENCLOSURE. 

Total Wall Area [m2] 1500 

Window area [m2] 700 

Floor [m2] 800 

Ceiling [m2] 800 

 

TABLE 24.  TEMPERATURE VALUES INSIDE AND OUTSIDE AS WELL AS THE HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH THE 

ENCLOSURE. 

T avg. OUT [°C] 5.2 

T avg. IN [°C] 21.0 

Temp. Difference [°C] 15.8 

Heat transfer through enclosure 
[kW] 

57.2 

 

With all the previous data, the final heating demand all year long can be calculated to 
be 500.899 kWh. 
 
Finally, the total heat demand of the hotel will be estimated to be 722.145 kWh, and 
this value has been also double checked with the same report on European Scandic 
hotels, which establishes an energy usage value of 269 kWh/m2·yr. This gives a total 
heat demand of 860.800 kWh, considering the surface of the hotel being 3200 m2. 
This value is higher than the one calculated before, which could be due to the faact 
that in the calculations, many factors have been neglected in order to simplify the 
process, such as losses through door openings, or other heating demands that are not 
considered in the calculations. Therefore, the value from the report will be used from 
now on in the calculations. 
 

6.8.2 Apartments demand 

The heat demand of the private apartments has been calculated from a report that 

studies the energy requirements of houses and apartment buildings in different 

European cities. The data has been taken from the Helsinki study, since the average 

temperature is similar to the one in Astún, and the yearly distribution is also 

comparable. 

Helsinki has a yearly average temperature of 5,8 ºC while Astún has a 5,2 ºC average 

temperature (Finish Meteorological Institute, 2010). 
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Astún has 447 apartments, which, according to the approved urbanistic plan for the 

resort, initially started in 1977 and then paralyzed from 1991 till 2009, should have 

at least 55 m2, as it is considered that the needs of user focus on alpine sports and 

vacational occupation allow for smaller apartments than usual (Isabel Ara., 2010).  

 

TABLE 25.  VALUES OF HEATING DEMAND AND DHW DEMAND FOR APARTMENTS WITH HELSINKI WEATHER 

(ASSIMILATED TO ASTUN)  (ZANGHERI ET AL.,  2014). 

 

 

Heating 
[kWh/m2] 

DHW 
 [kWh/m2] 

January 25 2.5 

February 22 2.5 

March 17 2.5 

April 7.5 2.5 

May 2.5 2.5 

June 1.5 2.5 

July 2 2.5 

August 1 2.5 

September 4 2.5 

October 10 2.5 

November 22 2.5 

December 25 2.5 

Year 139.5 30 

 

In Table 25, the values of heating demand and DHW demand are shown for each 

month of the year, and further down, these same values are depicted in a graph, in 

Figure 31, in order to have a better perspective of how the heat demand is distributed 

along the year, which will conditionate the operation of the SF200. 

 

FIGURE 31.  GRAPH SHOWING MONTHLY HEATING AND DHW  DEMANDS PER M2 CALCULATED FOR APARTMENTS IN 

ASTUN. 
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6.8.3 Other spaces demand 

Finally, all the other establishments such as restaurants, shops, etc., will be considered 

as an additional demand, since they are already part of the studied buildings and, 

therefore, they cannot be analyzed by their enclosure, for example. According to data 

found for restaurants, which are the main part of the remaining spaces, an additional 

value of 900.000 kWh will be considered. It will be assumed that it follows the same 

distribution as the apartments, as shown in Figure 31. 
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6.9 Appendix IX: Dimensioning of pipes and pumps 

Pump 1: 

Data of the water properties calculated for water at 70 º C, since the power 

requirements are lower at higher temperatures and the pumps that will be selected 

are suitable for that temperature range. 

𝐷 = 0,065 [𝑚]; Estimated value in order to have a water velocity within the 

acceptable values (Engineering Toolbox, 2003). 

�̇�𝑤 = 0,0053 [
𝑚3

𝑠
] ; From Equation 11 

𝜌 = 977,74 [
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3
] 

𝐴 =
𝜋 · 𝐷2

4
= 0,0033 [𝑚2] 

𝑉 =
�̇�𝑤

𝐴
= 1,6 [

𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝑉 · 𝐷

𝜈
=

1,6 · 0,065

0,413 · 10−6
= 2,53 · 105 [−] 

𝜀 = 0,015 [𝑚𝑚]; Value for stretched steel pipes (Engineering ToolBox, 2003). 

𝜀

𝐷
=

0,015

65
= 2,3 · 10−4 [−] 

𝑓 = 0,016; Obtained with Re and relative roughness from the Moody chart 

(Enciclopedia, 2018). 

∆𝑃 =
𝑓·𝜌·𝐿·𝑉2

2·𝐷
=

0,016·977,74·2200·1,62

2·0,065
= 677.740 [𝑃𝑎]; Darcy-Weisbach 

equation. 

𝜂 = 0,6; Average value from pumps with similar characteristics (Grundfos, 

2018b). 

𝑊1 =
�̇�𝑤 · ∆𝑃

𝜂
= 5,9 [𝑘𝑊] 
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Finally, using the search tool of Grundfos’ website, it has been possible to obtain a 

selection of pumps that match our requirements, from which the model CR 15-9 is 

the one to be selected. This pump has an efficiency higher than the one we assumed 

before, and a power requirement also a bit higher, of 7,5 kW. The price of this pump 

is 5.096 € (Grundfos, 2018a). The selected pump together with other alternatives can 

be seen in Figure 32. 

 

FIGURE 32.  SCREENSHOT OF THE INTERFACE OF THE PUMP SELECTION TOOL OF THE COMPANY GRUNDFOS,  

WHERE DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES FOR THE PARAMETERS INTRODUCE BY THE CUSTOMER ARE SHOWN. 

 

Pump 2: 

Data of the water properties calculated for water at 70 º C, since the power 

requirements are lower at higher temperatures and the pumps that will be selected 

are suitable for that temperature range. 

𝐷 = 0,065 [𝑚]; Estimated value in order to have a water velocity within the 

acceptable values (Engineering Toolbox, 2003). 

�̇�𝑤 = 0,0053 [
𝑚3

𝑠
] ; From Equation 11 

𝜌 = 977,74 [
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3
] 

𝐴 =
𝜋 · 𝐷2

4
= 0,0033 [𝑚2] 

𝑉 =
�̇�𝑤

𝐴
= 1,6 [

𝑚

𝑠
] 
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𝑅𝑒 =
𝑉 · 𝐷

𝜈
=

1,6 · 0,065

0,413 · 10−6
= 2,53 · 105 [−] 

𝜀 = 0,015 [𝑚𝑚]; Value for stretched steel pipes (Engineering ToolBox, 2003). 

𝜀

𝐷
=

0,015

65
= 2,3 · 10−4 [−] 

𝑓 = 0,016; Obtained with Re and relative roughness from the Moody chart 

(Enciclopedia, 2018). 

∆𝑃 =
𝑓·𝜌·𝐿·𝑉2

2·𝐷
=

0,016·977,74·650·1,62

2·0,065
= 200.241 [𝑃𝑎]; Darcy-Weisbach 

equation. 

𝜂 = 0,6; Average value from pumps with similar characteristics (Grundfos, 

2018b). 

𝑊1 =
�̇�𝑤 · ∆𝑃

𝜂
= 1,8 [𝑘𝑊] 

Finally, using the search tool of Grundfos’ website, it has been possible to obtain a 

selection of pumps that match our requirements, from which the model CR 20-2 is 

the one to be selected. This pump has a power requirement also a bit higher, of 

2,2kW, which is still very close to the value obtained while dimensioning the pumps. 

The price of this pump is 2.777 € (Grundfos, 2018a). The selected pump together 

with other alternatives can be seen in Figure 33. 
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FIGURE 33.  SCREENSHOT OF THE INTERFACE OF THE PUMP SELECTION TOOL OF THE COMPANY GRUNDFOS,  

WHERE DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES FOR THE PARAMETERS INTRODUCE BY THE CUSTOMER ARE SHOWN. 
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6.10 Appendix X: Cost of covering and decovering 

The process of covering, based in data of the recent snow storage project in the resort 

of Candanchú, can be estimated to last 4 days, with the help of two snow grooming 

machines and with 8 extra workers, making a total of 10 people working and two 

machines. 

- Time: 4 days; considering 8 h of work per day; total of 32 hours 

- Salaries: 10 workers; 15 €/h; 150 €/h 

- Machines: Fuel consumption of 25 l/h; total of 50 l/h. 

- Fuel: Diesel price at 1,15 €/l. 

 

That adds up to a total of: 

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 = 150 · 32 = 4.800 € 

𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 50 · 1,15 · 32 = 1.840 € 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 4.800 + 1.840 = 6.640 € 

Since the decovering process can be considered similar enough, the total cost per year 

is twice the calculated cost, 13.280 € each year for covering and decovering the snow 

pile. 


